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ABSTRACT 

Detailed studies of weak decays serve not only to confirm the Standard Model, 
but possess also a high sensitivity to New Physics: tau and top decays are discussed 
in this vein, with some short remarks on beauty and charm. The sensitivity to 
New Physics is even higher in delicate phenomena like mixing and CP violation: 
a fairly detailed discussion on K” - R”, Do - b”, and B” - Do mixing and on CP 
violation in K” and B decays is presented. 
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PROLOGUE 

There is a strongly held belief in the High Energy Physics community that the 
“Standard Model” based on the gauge group SU(3)c x Sum x U(1) with three 

- families 111 represents only an incomplete reflection of Nature’s forces (gravity is 
ignored throughout these lectures). At the same time there exists little agreement 
.on the kind of New Physics expected to fill out the picture. It is quite natural to 
rely on further experimental efforts to elicit some hints from Nature on the New 
Physics. There are two approaches to this problem: 

o The “High Road to New Physics” where one employs collisions at the highest 
energies to .produce new quanta, new gauge bosons,.new fermions, and so 

_P. 

- - 

on. 

o The “Low‘Road to New Physics” where one searches for new forces; since 
these are due to the exchange of virtual new quanta one is not necessarily 
driven towards higher and higher collision energies. Yet the searched for 
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,c- - signal-.is typically of a rather indirect type,. for one looks for a significant 
difference between a-measured rate and a rate that is calculated within the . 
Standard Model. Precision both on the experimental and the theoretical 
side is thus essential for such an analysis. On the former I have nothing to 
say; the latter will occupy us again and again: how much and under which 
conditions can we really trust expectations based on theoretical calculations? 
In Chapter I I discuss r decays; Chapter II deals with heavy flavor decays, 
mainly of top hadrons with some short remarks on beauty and charm decays; 
in Chapter III I analyze flavor m ixing - BO - BO, ~0 _ DO and KO - x0 
m ixing - before addressing the issue of CP violation in Chapter IV. 

I. T DECAYS 

If one attributes the highest priority to our ability to perform truly reliable 
calculations then at present one cannot find a better field of study than heavy 
lepton decays. 

- 

1. A  First Profile 

r leptons give off a strong feeling of “deju vu”: 

(i) As with previous neutrinos V, has a vanishing mass. 

(ii) Their charged current coupling is - up to a small radiative corrections - 
determined by the Fermi constant GF. The width for the purely leptonic 
transitions r --+ ur&~, e = e,p is thus fixed by the r mass 

K(y) =l-8y+8y3-y4-12y210gy . 

Inserting the experimental values for m ,, ml one obtains 

( > 

5 
r (7 + u,eP,) = l?(p) $ = [1.595 x lo-l2 set]-l 

r (a -+ u+~J N 0,97 r (7 -+ u,eu,) . _ 

(1) - 
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,=-. (iii) Th.e energy spectrum of the leptons e is fixed as well. Its shape is most 
conveniently characterized by the Michel parameter PM 

&I$( 7 + e&v,) = x; 3 (1 - Xl) + 2pM 
l 1 cxt- 91 (3) 

O<X(E2E(<l . - - 
mT 

PM is easily expressed in terms of left-handed and right-handed current- 
current couplings 

3 3 V-A 

3 dl 
PM=4g;+g;= c for V;A . (4 

0 V+A 

(iv) The neutral current couplings of r leptons are fixed as well, both in their 
vector and axial-vector parts 

1 a,=-- 
2 

%=-i+2sin26w -N 
(5) 

-0.06 

which can be measured by studying forward-backward asymmetries in e+e- 
annihilation 

!C e+e- 
d!-I ( + 7+7- > = g [A(1 + cos’ 6) + BCOS~] 

A = 1 + 2u,u,Rex + (uz A- a:) (u3 + af) 1x1’ 

B = 4a,a,Rex + 8uLuraearlxj2 _ 

’ x = GF -- mZ,s 
24%a s- m2, + irnzl?z ’ - =..-- 

- 

(6) A 
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c ;” - There exists rather good experimental verifications of these gross features (21: 

. (a) A decent upper -bound on the r neutrino mass has been obtained: 

m (v,) 5 70 MeV 95% C.L. (7) 

(b) Using the World Average on the r lifetime 

(TV) = (3.07 f 0.2) x lo-l3 set (8) 
together with the prediction for I’(7 + vzeDe) leads to 

BR (T + v,eDe) = 19.2 f 1.2% (9) 
- 

which is not in clear conflict with a world average on the directly mea- 
sured leptonic branching ratio 

BRdirect (7 + VTeDe) = 17.9 f 0.4% . (10) 

(c) The Michel parameter has been measured as well: 

PM = 0.73 f 0.07 (11) 

again in quite good agreement with the Standard Model expectation 
PM(v - A) = 0.75. 

(d) From the measured forward-backward asymmetries one concludes[3] 

aea, = 0.24 f 0.031 02) 

The gross features as they are expected for a sequential lepton are thus con- 
firmed within present experimental accuracy. So far, however, we have basically 
ignored more than 60% of r decays, namely those that contain hadrons in the 
final state. 

- 
2. Semihadronic‘Decays -- 

As soon as hadrons enter the stage we cannot rely any longer on purely theo- 
retical calculations to obtain reliable results. Instead we invoke general concepts 
like CVC to relate r decay widths to e+e- cross sections that can be measured in- 
dependently: one starts from the usual expression for the decay width for r + u, j 
where j denotes a hadronic stateL4s5] 
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,c- 

- r (r- + yrj-) = - - - tr ( br + m,) (1 + r5) 7P bYrQ (1 - 75) 

where 

x (olJP(0)lf)(fl~~(O)10)(2X)4~(4) (Pr - Pv - Pf) (13) 

JP = [ (8’; + iF;) - (F& + iF;,5)] cos 8, + [ (I$ + i$) - (F;f,5 + iFi,5)] sin 6, 

the $ [FL,,] denote SU(S)FL octet vector [axialvector] currents. Lorentz covari- 
ante leads to 

w;(o) + ~J-;(w>~flmo) - ~c(o)lw~)4~(4)(!I - Pf) = 
(qpqv - s,“$)Ul (q2) 

(14 

- 

w$,5 (0) + q;4,5w If> WI& (0) - ~~~,5(0) lo> W’~(“)(q - Pf) = 
(qpqy - gpvq2)al (q’) + Qlrqvw(q2) 

(15) 

where CVC (i.e., the conserved vector current hypothesis) has already been used 
to obtain uo(q2) E 0. Thus 

G$ m0 
I'(' + urf) = (2T)2(2mT)3 J 

dq2 (mf - 4')' 
0 

x [{ (4 + 2q2) (w(q2) + a&‘)) + m2,w(q2)} ~0s’ & 
+ (b-4 + 2q2) ($(q2) + af(q’)) + m: (&q2) + a,S(q”))} sin2 &] 

(16) 
Here us, as denote the strangeness changing analogues of u, a. CVC tells us also 
how to relate the vector currents Pi listed above with Fi which describes the 
isovector part of the photon i4t5]: 

2COIF,3(0)IP)(f”IF,3(0)10)(2n)4~(4)(q - Pf) 
=(opQ(o) + iF;(o)lj-)(j-IF;(o) - iF;(o)~o)(27r)4c5(4)(q - pf) 

(17) 
. 

For a hadron state f with vector and isovector quantum numbers one then finds ; 
_=_ after a resealing of variables 

- Lb 
1 

w- -+ -f-l = 2cos2 (9 a(e+e- ---) j") 

r(7- --) u,e-De) 
C 

/ 
dx(1 - x)‘(l + 2x) Q t 

P 
0 (18) 

47rcXz !12 
apt =3g2 9 x=3 - 
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.%-’ This shows- that a measured cross section for e+e- --) f” allows us to deter- 
. - mine quite reliably I’( r 2 off-) by doing the appropriate integration. When f 

is produced by the axialvector current then the theoretical machinery available 
(Weinberg’s sum rules, and so on) is somewhat less reliable, yet still adequate. 

Since a detailed comparison between theoretical predictions and experimental 
findings is given in M. Perl’s lectures at this school, I will not repeat it here; 
instead I make a few more general observations: 

(i) Basically all predictions on branching ratios were indeed made before mea- 
surements existed. 

(ii) It is a pleasing experience to note, channel by channel, the agreement be- 
tween theory and experiment. 

(iii) Yet when one adds up all the numbers one encounters a surprise 151: 

I,:,,, 

- 

Taking these numbers at face value one would conclude that roughly six 
percent of r decays have not been identified yet and that those “missing” 
decays are one-prong modes, i.e., r- + u,?r- + neutrals. This by itself 
would not be so surprising; the dilemma becomes apparent when one tries 
to come up with channels that could account for this deficit 151: 

- The decay r- + u,?r-q has to be produced by a second class current: ~1) 
form a vector state, l-, yet are odd under G parity. The Standard Model 
allows such transitions only via radiative electromagnetic corrections 
which makes them very weak indeed. Despite some earlier excitement 
it is now fair to say that data from different groups strongly support 
the theoretical expectation that this mode does not help significantly in 
resolving our problem. 

- It is very hard to see how modes like r- + u,lr- + r] ‘s + x0 ‘g could 
make up a few percent of all r decay while their isospin related modes 
would not’make their presence felt in 5-prong, et& decays. 

A 

_T_ 
“c Considering this dilemma one feels inclined to ask how confident one should be 

about the experimental numbers; more specifically, are all systematic uncertainties 
- =..-- properly taken into account when averaging over the results of different groups? 

The branching ratios for semihadronic r decays are typically calibrated by relat- 
ing them to BR(T -+ u7eDe); for the latter one uses a branching ratio of 17-18%. 

6 



.=-’ On- the other hand, using the measured r lifetime together with the calculated 
. - width for T + u,eD, leads to a leptonic branching ratio of 18-20% [Eqs. (2),(8) 

and (g)]-certainly not inconsistent with the directly determined value, but some- 
what higher. If, for example, BR(T + uTefie) = 19.5% were employed as input 
instead of 17.9% there would not be any missing l-prong decays left! An unbiased 
interpretation of the data is further complicated by that fact that some experimen- 
tal. analysis employed the universality relation I’(r + PD~U~) = 0.97I’(T + efieur) 
as constraint while others did not. 

Uncertainties like these and others allow only the following conclusions: 

l The data on r decays that have been compiled over the last few years contain 
intriguing hints that heavy lepton decays are not fully understood. 

l It is, however, premature to claim any established incompleteness in the 
standard description. 

l Unfortunately (or fortunately?) no reasonable, let alone attractive, theoret- 
ical scenario has so far been uncovered that would allow to close a gap once 
that were established to exist. 

l Clearly we need more data! 

3. The Future of 7 Physics 

There is a triple motivation for continuing a vigorous research program on r 
physics: 

(i) An experiment dedicated to r studies is best suited to eliminate the uncer- 
tainties in the present data samples. 

(ii) It is quite desirable to improve the experimental sensitivity for m(u,). 
According to the “see-saw mechanism” 161 

09) 

If, for example, m(u,) - 3 eV which is well below the present upper bound 
then (1.18) leads to m(u7) - 40 MeV which is again below the present upper 6 

_Y_ bound of 70 MeV, but not by a large margin. It hardly needs emphasizing 
- what profound impact the observation of a nonvanishing r neutrino mass 

would have on our understanding of Nature’s forces. - *..-- 
(iii) It is highly desirable to subject r decays to a general dynamical analysis 

without Standard Model constraints built in ab initio. The most general 
current-current coupling is given as follows 

7 



where the I’i represent the Lorentz structure of the various “currents” 4.. . $. 
Thus there are ten complex coupling constants {cY~,&}. Since one overall phase 
is -unphysical we end up with 19 real physical parameters of which the Michel 
parameter p introduced earlier is just one ! The latter is not even a particularly 
sensitive one since its present value - p = 0.73 f 0.07 - still allows for very 
substantial right-handed couplings, namely 

e 2 0.47 . 
SL (21) 

- 
Other parameters are much more sensitive for the presence of New Physics. 

A very recent and very comprehensive study 171 of muon decays can serve as a 
case study to illustrate the scope of such an analysis. The results are summarized 
in Fig. 1. From it one concludes that the data on p decays are not just consistent 
with the Standard Model, but that they even imply it (within experimental errors): 
the V-A coupling has, with excellent accuracy, weight +l, whereas all the other 
couplings are quite consistent with zero. 

- . 
One clearly wants to repeat such an analysis for r decays since 

l one is dealing with an, in principle, completely different dynamical system; 

l m(ur) could quite possibly be much larger than m(up) and, 

l finally, if the New Physics one is searching for, contains charged Higgs fields 
then r decays are favored over p decays by many orders of magnitude up to 

- (m,/m,)’ (ma/m,)’ - 2 X 107! 

Such an analysis seems feasible to a reasonable degree if two requirements are 
met: 

(cy) Large statistics. 

(p) One is able to extract spin information by measuring the Jo polarization in 
r + urp~,, or studying angular correlations in e+e- -+ r+r- --) (p+~~) (p-ur), 

_F_ etc.[81 
- 

May I just add that beauty and charm factories which have been suggested 
with increased vigor over the last two years will serve concurrently as proficient 
7 factories. 
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. 
;u --e-+-Ve+q 

90 %  c.1. for the g[c. Antifermions 
are of opposite handedness. 

S 

lo-87 

T 

5878Al 

Fig. 1. _Y_ Experimental information on the ten independant complex 
- couplings pcrssible in ~1 decay. The shaded areas .denote the 

allowed regions (courtesy of W. Fetscher). 
- D 

- 
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II. HEAVY FLAVOR DECAYS . 

1. Top 

Of the six quark flavors in the Standard Model, five - u, d, s, c, b - have been 
observed so far. We can feel quite assured that the sixth flavor - top - exists as 
well. This confidence is based mainly on two pieces of indirect evidence combining 
observations with theoretical reasoning ( a combination which I personally do not 
find objectionable): 

l Banishing the top quark from the Standard Model represents a highly non- 
trivial undertaking: its removal creates some awkward problems with the 
Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomaly since b and r are already known to exist - un- 
less one changes the b quark couplings in a judicious fashion. This would 
affect beauty decays in a rather dramatic fashion igl, e.g., the flavor changing 
neutral current transition B + .FCX would be a major decay mode. Such 
effects have not been observed [lo]. 

- 

l The forward-backward asymmetry of beauty jets in e+e- annihilation allows 
to determine gi, the axial coupling of beauty quarks. In the Standard Model 
gA is given by the third component of weak isospin of the quark in question. 
Present data yield gi = -0.5 f 0.1 and thus 13(b) = -); therefore there has 
to be an isodoublet partner of b, otherwise weak isospin invariance would be 
broken in an unacceptable fashion; this partner can be neither c nor u. Top 
is then a good name for it. 

While the existence of top is thus hardly in doubt, the value of its mass is. 
PETRA data tell us that m t 2 23 GeV while very recent TRISTAN data extend 
this to 

m t 2 26 GeV . (22) 

Another very recent analysis, this time by UAl, extends it even further, namely 
to m t 2 44 GeV [ill. A quite comprehensive analysis of neutral current data 
(see W. Marciano’s lectures) puts lim its on the allowed amount of SU(2) breaking 
leading to 

; 

m t - m t - fib 2 180 - 200 GeV -. (23) - 

- D  In the range 26 GeV 5 m t 2 200 GeV there are actually two regions (plus a tran- 
sition region) that should be treated separately; there is the case of “ultraheavy” 
top quarks when m t > A4w + mp thus allowing t  --$ q+ W to proceed as an on-shell 
process; and then there is the case of merely “heavy” top with m t < A4w involving 
uirtual W bosons only, i.e., t  --+ b“W ” + bqlq2. 

10 



(i) Ultraheavy top: 

. A straightforward calculation yields for generic quarks Q, q [121: 

.. k{ [1-(~)2]2+[1+(~)2] x(E$2-2(?J} 
(24 

where 

- (mW + mJ2+& - (mW - mn)2 I 
2mg 

denotes the W momentum in the Q rest frame. This width is plotted in Fig. 2 
as a function of rng with V(Qq) = 1, mg = mb = 5 GeV as appropriate for top. 
[For comparison, it shows also the curves for I’(Q --* qHch) where HCh denotes 
a charged (physical) Higgs.] One reads off that the width quickly reaches its 
asymptotic form 

- 

3 
. 

The step dependence on rng is easily understood: one power of mQ is due 
to phase space; the other two powers of rng are produced by the emission of 
longitudinal W bosons (the reincarnation of the unphysical Higgs fields). 

Just as a note in passing: since 

r(Q-49 E22x1o-3 . 
mQ 

one has encountered another reason why the usual concepts of quarks cease to be 
meaningful for quark masses exceeding the 1 TeV scale. 

Of more direct relevance for our discussion is the observation that Eq. (24) 
translates into 

- 
T(& + qW) - o(10-23 set) 

L- 

For ultraheavy top quarks where IV (tb) I N 1 is expected to hold one then finds 

rt < r (hadronization) - 0 (1O-22 set) (27) 

i.e., such quarks decay before they can hadronize by picking up (light) antiquarks. 
Ultraheavy top quarks therefore behave very much like heavy leptons: 

11 
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/ 

‘- Q+q+WZ 'v&= 1) 

--- Q+q+H’ (vL= 1, vR= 0) 
m9= 5 GeV 

I 1 I I I I I 

- 

80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 

mu (GeVl 5520A2 

Fig. 2. The total width for Q + qWf,qH* as a function of mQ. 

_Yz_ 

(o) They have a very hard fragmentation function with a radiative tail due to 
gluon bremsstrahlung[12] . The only difference to the lepton case is of a 
quantitative nature: cx, > cr. 

(p) The polarization of the ultraneavy top quark can be measured by determin- 
ing the polarization of W bosons in t + NV. This is in marked contrast 
to the first five flavors: the hadronization that occurs there washes out any 
effect since the weakly decaying hadron is most of the time a pseudoscalar 

12 



i ,G-’ meson -without any memory of the original quark polarization (only in those 
. - cases where hadronization- leads to a baryon has one some handle on the quark 

polarization). 

(7) Quarkonia states cannot form as can be seen from two complementary argu- 
ments: common to both is the observation that for sufficiently heavy quarks 
and sufficiently large IV (Qq) I - conditions that are clearly satisfied for ultra- 
heavy top quarks - quarkonia decays are dominated by single quark decays 
(= SQD) of th e “quasifree” heavy quarks. Thus 

rtr= 2rt 1800 MeV (28) 

for mt 2 120 GeV. 

- The inter-quark potential is highly Coulombic for the mass range under 
study here. The revolution time of the QQ bound state is then given by 

- 

9 
Trev N 

kY!jmQ ’ 

Quarkonia cannot form if their lifetime is shorter than their revolution 
time. Since 

9 1 3 

rrev N ~ > rti N 5 rt N 
4a:rnt 

for mt 2 120 GeV, toponium formation ceases to be meaningful for such 
heavy masses. 

- Alternatively, one can point out that when the uncertainty in the quark 
mass becomes larger than the (Qa) level spacing, estimated to be around 
800 MeV in potential models, the nonperturbative binding forces become 
ineffective. Any resonance structure in QQ production near threshold is 
washed out, and the properties of the process e+e- + QQ follow literally 
the predictions of the free quark model, modified only by perturbative 
QCD correct.ions. Nature thus performs the duality integration on her ; 
own. _T_ 

-r* Considering all-these features of “quasifree” quarks E find it hard to imagine 

- =* that Nature would deny us such a nice laboratory. 
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.%- (ii) (Merely) Heavy Top: 
. If rnt < A& then top decays conventionally, i.e., via virtual W emission: 

t + bqlq2. The partial width t 
emission can be written as[r21 

+ beu, for instance, via virtual (or real) W 

r (t + b + W(-+ ev)) = 

Cl-&’ 

f(P,P,7) =2 
/ (l-$2+7 
0 

(31) 

x [(l - p)2 + (1+ p) 5 - 222]~1+p~+x~-2(p+pz+z) . 

Here we have included finite width effects. This function is shown in Fig. 3 which 
exhibits two interesting, though obviously not surprising features: 

- 

10' 

10° 

I ’ -! 
I ’ L I ’ I ’ I ’ I 

r W+ q+e+v) 
GE mh/192 T? 

m9= 5 GeV 
mw= 82 GeV 

VW= 2.3 GeV 
--- rw= 0 

I 

I I I I I I I I 

50 60 70 80 90 100 ; L- 
ma (GeVl 5520A3 

Fig. 3. The semileptonic width in the transition region around Mw 

o The width for rnt < Mw is much smaller than for rnt > Mw since the latter 
involves on-shell W emission and involves two-body instead of three-body 
phase space. 
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‘ ” -0 The finite width of the W  boson, I’w > 0; leads to a smooth connection 

. between the two regimes rnt 5 M w  and rnt 2 M w . 
(o) The lifetime of top quarks depends very steeply on m t, yet it is still longer 

than the hadronization time - 0(10-23 set). Thus top hadronizes after 
production and then decays as a top hadron, i.e., meson or baryon. In 
principle, this raises the question whether there is a universal top lifetime or 
not, i.e., whether ~(2”~) = r(Td), etc., or not where Tq = (tq). Without going 
into details - the interested reader can satisfy his/her curiosity by looking 
up Ref. 13 - let me just state that on rather general grounds one expects 
the lifetimes of the weakly decaying top hadrons to be equal to a very high 
accuracy. 

(/?) The polarization of the original top quark can still be measured to some 
degree. For also the vector mesons T* - the top analogue to p, K*, D* - 
decay weakly most of the time [Id]: the mass splitting between the vector 
and pseudoscalar mesons is attributed to spin-spin forces of the constituents 
and therefore 

M (T,‘) - M (T,) - z 2 [M(DO*) - M (DO)] < 10 MeV . (34 

Thus no strong decays T* + 2% are kinematically allowed. T* can still decay 
electromagnetically into T + 7 via an M l transition; yet its width depends 
strongly on the available phase space: 

where ep,et stand for the quark charges, k for the photon three momentum 

- and &I for the spatial overlap of the vector and pseudoscalar wave func- 
tions. Putting everything together we conclude: since PM1 oc l/m ; whereas 
I’(T(*) -+ bqlc&) rises steeply with m t, the weak process will dominate also 
T* decays for sufficiently heavy top. More detailed calculations show this 
-to happen for m t > 17 GeV. In T* --) evX decays one can measure the T* 
polarization by looking for a correlation p’c . s’(T*). The degree to which the 
T* polarization reflects the original t polarization depends very much on the 
relative weight-of-T and T* production. Following the statistical prescription 

_T_ of just counting spin degrees of freedom, i.e., N(T*) : N(T) = 3 : 1, one 
- finds a dilutidn factor of two-in relating the measurable T* polarization to 

- :* the t quark polarization: 

Pol(T*) N f Pal(t) . (34 

(7) Toponium forms thus allowing a rather precise determ ination of m t. If 
m (tf) N m (Z”), h’ h w rc is not completely ruled out by present data, a very 
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- ,G-' intriguing interference pattern would emerge [sl . Independent of that, SQD 

. represents a sizeable fraction of all (ortho-) toponium decays. This has an 
important consequence: by measuring the total toponium width in e+e- an- 
nihilation and the branching ratio for SQD one can extract I'(t + bql@) and 
thus IV(tb)I - th e only way to measure the short lifetime expected for top. 

2.. Beauty 

Beauty quarks have been observed and studied for a few years now. They 
clearly hadronize before they decay. The masses of charged and neutral B mesons 
- B; = (&IL)+, Bd = ($d) - h ave been determined and the average lifetime of 
B,, Bd, B, mesons and the beauty baryons measured: 

(rb) = (1.18 f 0.14)10-l2 set (35) 

I- like most, but not all, authors - believe that the lifetimes of the various 
beauty hadrons will not vary by more than, say, 20 percent. 

r(B+) s 1.2 l<- 
r(B”) 

theor. (36) 

Yet the data have not reached such a sensitivity levell10l 

0 5 5 r(B+) 2 2 . 
r(BO) 

exp. (37) 

- 

_T_ 

- :.a-- 

This has to improve. 

- Beauty decays represent an immensely exciting field of study: 

l One is analyzing the effects of strong interactions on the interface between 
the perturbative and nonperturbative regime. 

l Since beauty quarks open up a new family, their KM parameters V(cb), V(ub) 
are a priori unknown, but crucial parameters to be extracted from the data. 

l B” - B” mixing. and CP violation is expected to be-sizeable, if not even 
large - subjects that will be discussed in a detailed manner in the next two 
lectures. : 2.. 

Details on the first two points can be found in the literature [rsl. Suffice it to 
say here that the impact of the strong forces is not yet under sufficient numerical 
control; therefore one has to take the values quoted for V(cb), V(ub) with quite a 
grain of salt. 
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L  .=-.-  3 . C h a r m  -. 

. C h a r m  was  actual ly  th e  first in terna l  had ron i c  q u a n tu m  n u m b e r  w h o s e  ex-  
iste n c e  a n d  a p p r o x i m a te  mass  scale  was  pred ic ted  th e o r e tical ly -  th o u g h  n o t 
universal ly  be l ieved  -  b e fo re  it was  o b s e r v e d . 

Hadron i za tio n  e ffects a r e  clearly,  a n d  n o t surpr is ingly,  crucia l  fo r  u n d e r s ta n d -  
i ng  c h a r m  decays  as  exempl i f ied  by  th e  l a rge  d i f ferences in  life tim e s , e .g ., 

‘to + )  2  5  -N  
r (D0)  ’ ’ (38)  

Never the less  I fee l  e n title d  to  c la im th a t w e  h a v e  d e v e l o p e d  a  d e c e n t s e m i q u a n tita -  
tive  descr ip t ion o f D  decays  w h e r e  w e  h a v e  n o t e n c o u n te r e d  yet a n  a c u te  th e o r e tica l  
e m b a r r a s s m e n t l ike th e  A I =  l/2  ru le  in  K  decays.  

R e a d e r s  w h o s e  curiosity h a s  b e e n  a r o u s e d , b u t n o t sat isf ied by  th e s e  br ief  
remarks  c a n  consul t  th e  ra th e r  extens ive lite r a tu r e  o n  th is subject. [16] 

In ter lude:  S u m m a r y  o f th e  First T w o  C h a p ters  

( i)  r  physics r e p r e s e n ts a  fair ly .m a tu r e  fie ld  
-  s ince th e  th e o r e tica l  techno logy  ava i lab le  to  us  fo r  t reat ing r  t ransi t ions 

is ra th e r  wel l  d e v e l o p e d  a n d  u n d e r s to o d ; a n d  
- a lmos t al l  decay  m o d e s  h a v e  b e e n  i d e n tifie d . 

A t th e  s a m e  tim e  puzz l ing  fe a tu res  e m e r g e  in  th e  d a ta  -  th e  (possib ly)  
m issing o n e - p r o n g  decays.  T h e r e fo r e , th e r e  exists a  s t rong m o tiva tio n  fo r  
fu tu r e  e x p e r i m e n ts ded i ca te d  to  r  stud ies  ; h o p e ful ly th e y  wil l  b e  a b l e  to  
p e r fo r m  a  g e n e r a l  dynamica l  analys is  as  h a s  b e e n  d o n e  fo r  m u o n  decays.  

(i i) T h e  decays  o f u l t raheavy  to p  -  t +  b W  -  a r e  expec te d  to  b e  very sim -  
i lar to  th e  decays  o f u l t raheavy  leptons:  th e y  decay  as  fe rm ions  ins tead o f 
m e s o n s  th u s  exhib i t ing sp in  e ffects l ike leptons;  to p o n i a  c a n n o t fo r m . T h e  
on ly  d i f ference is d u e  to  th e  coup l ing  cy8 o f th e  g luons  th a t a r e  e m itte d  pe r -  
tu r b a tively. 

_ T _  
-  _  --(i i i)  T h e  decays  o f. heavy  to p  -  L  +  bq l@  - a r e  still sim i lar to  heavy  lep ton  

decays,  yet wi th s o m e  res idua l  e ffects d u e  to  th e  c o n fin i n g  forces:  to p o n i a  
-  = * fo r m , yet S Q D  b e c o m e  m o r e  a n d  m o r e  i m p o r ta n t; to p  hadron i zes  into m e s o n s  

( a n d  baryons)  b e fo r e  it decays,  yet sp in  e ffects c a n  still b e  t raced s ince a lso  
th e  vector  m e s o n s  T* decay  weakly.  

( iv) Hadron i za tio n  e ffects b e c o m e  m o r e  i m p o r ta n t fo r  b e a u ty decays  a n d  e v e n  
m o r e  so  fo r  c h a r m  decays,  yet w e  s e e m  to  h a v e  d e v e l o p e d  a  d e c e n t overa l l  
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c ,c- - semiquantitative description. Thus we can attempt to extract KM param- 
eters from the data with some (though not overwhelming) degree of confi- 

. 
dence. 

III. FLAVOR MIXING 

A. K” - K” Mixing 

(1) Qualitative Introduction 

Let us imagine a world where only protons, neutrons, pions, electrons, neutri- 
nos and photons are known. After all, such a world does not appear so different 
from our real world. Physicists will quite naturally come up with the idea to col- 
lide protons with pions. Doing that they will observe the production of a neutral 
baryon at a rate P and its subsequent decay back to a proton plus a pion at a rate 
D: 

- 

TP --+AO+X 
rate P 

I 
(39) 

p7r- . 
rate D 

The most remarkable feature of this observation lies in the gross disparity between 
the decay and the production rate of this baryon state named the A hyperon: 

D 
F 

- lo-l3 . (40) 

Such a tiny ratio is very strange and highly unnatural - unless one postulates 
a new internal symmetry. This new symmetry is aptly called “strangeness” S; it 
is conserved by the strong forces responsible for the production (AS = 0) while 
being-violated by the weak forces driving the decay (AS = 1). The A0 baryon 
must then be produced in conjunction with another strange hadron, the K meson 
as in 

r-p + AoK%- 

Strangeness +l is assigned to K+and -1 to A and K-,-the antiparticle of K+. 
- =.a-- Neutral kaons are observed as well 

r-p + A0 Kneut 

suggesting strangeness +l for them. 
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c ,x-. -Smart physicists everywhere are aware of the great virtues of e+e- annihilation; 

. - therefore they will turn to-this process of choice to study K production. From the 
threshold behavior of 

e+e- + K+K- 

they infer that K are spin-zero mesons. (En passant they also observe that K+ 
decays both to z+z” and to x+z-z+ and conclude that parity is violated in these 
decays - the old 8 - r puzzle.) 

Next they observe the production of neutral kaons: 

e+e- 4 KneutK neut . (41) 

Since the neutral K mesons have to be in a p-wave configuration (for a one-photon 
intermediate state), this reaction can occur only if there are two distinct neutral 
kaons. For otherwise the wave function describing the final state would necessarily 
be antisymmetric - in violation of Bose statistics. Thus there had to be four 
meson states with nontrivial strangeness: K+ and K” with strangeness +l, K- 
and K” with -1. 

- 

This allows reaction (41) to proceed. Yet on closer scrutiny one discovers a 
puzzling feature: the two neutral kaons exhibit different decay modes with very 
different lifetimes: 

7(Kneut -+ 27r) - 0.9 x 10-l’ set , 

7(Kneut + 37r) - 5 x low8 set . 

CPT invariance then tells us that the two states that have a definite lifetime, i.e., 
are muss eigenstates, cannot be K” and K”, i.e., states of definite strangeness. 
Instead the mass eigenstates Kl, K2 are linear superpositions of K” and k”. 

IKl) = cos cx IK’) + since Iii”) 

(43) 
IK2) = -sina:IK”)+cosaIko) _ ; 

_T_ 
_ _ -This in a nutshell characterizes the. phenomenon of mixing: the mass eigenstates 

are not equal to the flavor eigenstates. It describes a rather common scenario in 
- - quantum mechanics: a certain quantum number leads to an energy degeneracy of 

two states; a (small) violation of this quantum number then lifts this degeneracy. 
In the case under study here this leads to m(Kl) # m(K2), II’ # II’( 

If one assumes CP invariance - as I will do throughout this chapter - one 
can say much more on very general grounds. For the mass eigenstates then have 
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,G-’ to be CP.eigenstates as well, i.e., 

. 
IK+) = $ ( IK”> - lKO) > 

IK-) = $ (PO> + w”> > 
(44 

where K+ [K-l d enotes the even [odd] CP eigenstate. We have used here the phase 
convention 

CPIK’) = - II?‘) . (45) 
The relevance of this last statement will become clearer later on. Furthermore 

K+ + 27r #- K- 
(46) 

K- + 37r + K+ 

Since rn(Kneut) is barely b a ove the three pion threshold - 498 MeV vs. 405 
MeV -, the decay K- + 37r is highly suppressed by phase space relative to K+ ---) 
27r, which leads to the gross disparity in lifetimes, Eq. (42). This kinematical 
accident, namely m(K) 2 3772(z), facilitated the observation of K” - E” mixing 
greatly - yet we cannot expect another such stupendous present from Nature in 
the B” - B” system, etc. In any case, K+ = KS, K- = KL for now. 

(2) Formal Description of Mixing 

Combining K” and I?0 (or II0 and B” etc.,) into one vector \k 

one writes down the free SchrGdinger equation 

+=HQ, (47) 
where H denotes the generalized mass matrix 

M and r are Hermitian matrices -- 

H= 
M-fr M2 - ; J--12 

’ > M;2-;r;2 M-ir * (48) 

- 

The equality of the two diagonal elements follows from CPT invariance. The 
off-diagonal matrix elements depend on AS = 2 transitions. 
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,c- -To.find$he states with definite mass and width one has to diagonalize H. The 
- result is . 

I%4 = d& (PO) *+O>> 
(49) 

CY= M ;, - f ry, 
. 

M2 - f r12 

Am = 2Re \j(M12-fr12) (,-gF;Z) = m (KL)--(KS) 

, (50) 
Ar = 41m \l(M12-$rr2) (M;2-+;2) = qKL)-r(Ks). 

If CP invariance is assumed, then Ml2 and I’12 are real and thus 

14 = 1 , (51) 
Am = 21M12I , (52) 
Ar = -21r121 . (53) 

The m inus sign in Eq. (53) is fixed by our definition of which of the two mass 
eigenstates is the longer lived KL. Eq.. (52) then reflects the empirical findings 
that KL has the larger mass. This by the way shows that KL and KS can be 
claimed by the anglophone world as its rightful property: I have found no other 
language where the subscripts L and S carry the total fourfold information - 
L ISI 1 on er ar er s or er g /l g 1 h t / smaller] for the lifetime/mass. 

_ One observation on Q m ight seem academic, yet will turn out to be highly 
relevant later on in discussions of CP violation: ]cr] represents a physical parameter, 
whereas Q by itself does not. For example, changing the phase convention of E” 
adopted in Eq. (3.7) by introducing a new phase e 

I > ITo ---) eit EO I > , 
leads to 

-1. Ml2 --+ e ie Ml2 
- L- 

h2 -+ e - =..e- ie r12 . 
and therefore 

a --) e+ a . 

This shows that LY depends on the unphysical and thus arbitrary phase 
does not! 

- 

(54 
; 

(55) - 

(56) 
but ]a] 
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” -In summary, there are two complementary ways to describe neutral kaons: 

. l One employs the mass eigenstates KL,S which do not possess definite 
strangeness 

[KS(t)) = e--(1/2)rSt eimSt IKs)o 

IKL(t)) = e--(1/2)rLt eimLt IKL)~ , 
(57) 

where I Ks,L)o = #IKO)o ‘f PO),) in the phase convention (45). 

l One uses the flavor eigenstates, whose time evolution is more 
complex: 

C-1 I@(t)) = i e-(1/2)rSt eimst : 1 + e-(1/2)AlY ,iAmt 

C-1 

(58) + 1 _ ,(1/2)AI’t eiAmt 

(+I 

The two bases {KS, KL} and {K”, E”} are completely equivalent; it is purely 
a matter of convenience which one to use in a specific problem. 

(3) Theoretical Estimates on AmK 

There are actually two basic parameters as read off from Eq. (58), Am and 
Al?. Experimentally 

Ar rs -rL E 
rs + rL = rs+rL 

1 
, (59) 

AmK - N 7x10-15. 
mK 

(60) 
; 

-1. AI’ does not attract much theoretical interest since it is - as discussed before 
m dominated by the phase spa&suppression in KL i 37r. -ArnK is therefore 

at the center of theoretical scrutiny. Expressing it relative to ?nK is intended e 
mainly to impress or better still awe fellow scientists from other fields - like 
solid staters, molecular biologists, etc., - who seem to doubt our professional 
seriousness. After all, some of us have not yet made up our mind on the number 
of space-time dimensions. Equation (60) is somewhat short on substance since 
there is no intrinsic connection between ArnK and ?‘7’ZK. 
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,c-- -It is--much more meaningful to compare Am, the m ixing rate, with I’, the 

. - decay rate of neutral mesons: 

AmK AmK 
rs+rL 

N - N 0.4773f0.0023 
rs (61) 

For m ixing hardly matters if the mesons decay before they can turn into their 
antiparticle. 

To calculate ArnK one proceeds in two steps: first one derives the AS = 2 
transition operator and then one computes its matrix element. 

(i) Since there are no direct AS = 2 transitions in the Standard Model, one has 
to iterate AS = 1 transitions. Since the celebrated paper of Gaillard and 
Lee 1171 this is done by considering the quark box diagram, Fig. 4. Ignoring 
the top quark contributions - which is a safe procedure for ArnK (though 
not for &K, as discussed later) - one finds: 

Zc,f(AS = 2) = f (3~ 7/4 dL)(% rp dL) + h.c. , (62) 

2 

( 2- mc m2,) sin2 6, cos2 8, . (63) .. . 

: -‘- . 

- 

The coefficient l/A2 obviously vanishes for rnz = rni, a direct consequence 
of the GIM ansatz; rnt thus acts as a subtraction point which otherwise 
has little numerical weight in Eq. (63). The expression (62) can then be 
interpreted as follows: Len(AS = 2) is obtained as a low-energy effective 
coupling by integrating out the heavy fields W and c while retaining the 

- light fields d and s. Since the weak bosons couple only to left-handed fields, 
one retains purely left-handed fields in fZ(AS = 2). 

-1. 

- 

s- 

w 

7’ i -- 

u,c,t 

I 
W  

--- 
u,c,t 

d 

5 

- :.a-- 
IO-87 5078A4 

Fig. 4. The quark box diagram for AS = 2 transitions. 
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i .=-. Hoiheyork Problem 1 

. The coefficient l/A2 which results from integrating out the internal loop does 
not contain- any factor like log(M$/mZ). What is the structural reason for this 
curious absence of a logarithmic cut-off? 

So far we have completely ignored strong interactions; yet they enter already 
at this point via (hard) gluon corrections. However, their impact is completely 
overshadowed by other manifestations of the strong forces which will be addressed 
next; therefore I will ignore them here but re-address them when discussing B”-B” 
mixing. 

(ii) When attempting to determine (KOI (gd)v-A(Sd)v-A Iii”) one has to face 
reality, however unpleasant that might be: calculating an on-shell matrix 
element is clearly well outside the realm of perturbative QCD and for any 
kind of estimate one has to rely on some kind of model describing hadronic 
wave functions. The following parametrization has become customary 118j: 

- 

(K”I (Sd)v-A(Scd)v-A II?‘) E g BK j$ rn& . (64 

f~ is the kaon decay constant defined by 

(01 @+-A IRO(P)) f ifK PP (65) 

and measured in K- + f? vc (using the isospin invariance of the strong 
forces) : 

fK = 170MeV (66) 

All our ignorance has been poured into the one factor BK; a model is needed 
to compute it. There is actually no lack of volunteers willing to step forward 
and heed the summons - in particular since Turandot’s razor (” you fail, 
you lose your head”) is not brandished before potential candidates. Here is 
a short, yet typical list: 

- =.a-- BK - 

’ 0.37 Chiral perturbation theoryl”] 

-0.4 L- MIT bag model[z’l 

0.75 1/Ne1211 

0.84 QCD sum rules [=I 
= - 1 Potential models[231 

LZ 1 Vacuum saturationl17l 

. (67) 
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,c-. -A few comments are in order here: 

. l The last line in Eq. (67) contains the definition of what is meant by vacuum 
saturation. Inserting the vacuum state IO) (01 into (K”I (sd)(ad) IR”) leads 
to products of matrix elements (K”( (ad) (0) (01 (sd) IR”) oc fi mk. There 
are actually two types of insertions, namely when the physical kaons are 
produced via a color singlet (sd) current and when (sd) is not automatically 
in the color singlet configuration. In the former case the color weight is 1; 
in the latter, l/N,; thus 

(~01 (sd)(sd) [RO) = $ BK f&m&= (68) 

i.e., BK = 1. 

l It is easy to show that BK E 1 in any potential model ansatz [23). 

l Equation (68) h s ows immediately that BK = 3/4 in an approach where all 
terms nonleading in l/NC are dropped. 

l BK is indeed of order one (instead of ten or one tenth), yet there is easily a 
factor of three uncertainty in the size of the matrix element. 

Homework Problem 2 

Does BK(MIT) < 0 matter, is it in conflict with A?nK = m(KL) - m(Ks) > 
O? Hint: Look at Eq. (50) or re-read the remarks after Eqs. (5l)-(53). 

Putting everything together, one arrives at 

AmKlbox - ’ 
AmKlexp 3 - ’ . 

(69) 

(iii) Before passing judgment on Eq. (69), one has to ask whether all theoretical 
contributions, within the Standard Model, are contained in the box contri- 
bution, i.e., AmKltheor = AmKlbox ? One can make the observation that 
by adjusting BK. one can always match AmKlbox with ArnKlexp. As it g 

_Y_ turns out, BK = 1, which is a reasonable value, is quite sufficient. The cor- 
- rectness of such a statement% not assailable; its profoundness however is, 

d :.P- for it overlooks an important dynamical distinction: Contributions from 
the loop integration in the quark box are damped for momenta above m, 
due to the GIM cancellation. The momentum range between m, and WZK 
contributes rather uniformly. This means that the range between ??ZK and, 
say 1 GeV, is not singled out in a particular way as far as the quark box 
computation goes. On the other hand, that is the region where resonance 
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c 

. 
effects are especially virulent; yet at the same time, only very few resonances 
enter here and thus one cannot invoke a duality concept to argue that such 
effects are properly included as an average in the quark box ansatz. There- 
fore it makes dynamical sense to write 

AmK ttheor = BK ~mKtbox,~=l + D AmK),, . (70) 

where D reflects the impact of purely long range dynamics operating between 
0.5 and 1 GeV. 

Two approaches have been tried to estimate at least the size of D: 

(Q) The virtual transition K” + “&’ + R” can be calculated quite reliably by 
employing a (once subtracted) dispersion relation and using the measured 
zrr phase shifts. This procedure yields[24v251 

D ** = 0.46f 0.13 (71) 

The evaluation is much less reliable when the K” - R” transition is mediated 
by a virtual z, q and q ‘. There are very large cancellation between the ?r and 
q terms, the size of which depends on the true amount of SU(Q)FL breaking 
and on the q - q’ mixing angle. One typically obtains[24l 

D = D,, + Dr,rl,rlt - 0.2 f 0.6 (72) 

(p) In the l/N approach one zeroes in on K” + z, Q, Q’ + E” as the dominant 
source of D and finds (after all, SU(~)FL breaking and the q - q ’ mixing 
angle are at least in principle calculable in this ansatz)i211 

D - ;. (73) 

There are clearly differences between these approaches, and their numerical 
reliability is not above every doubt. Yet even so, I feel entitled to draw the 
following semiquantitative conclusions 

_T_ AmKlbox ’ AmKILongDist - 
- 

Amii,, - AmKltheor 

-, (74 
- =..e- 

and to claim success since 

%uccess” = absence of proven failure 

- 

c; 

is a more reasonable definition in this situation than it might appear at first. 
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i ,K-’ -Latticecalculations will (hopefully) settle these questions once and for all some 
_ day. . 

B. General Expectations on Mixing 

Within the Standard Model one can give rather reliable estimates on the pat- 
tern expected for Am/I’ when comparing mesons containing various up- and down- 
type quarks 

(z) = (I) ’ (:> ’ (::> * (75) 

Without loss of generality, let us assume 
- 

mH > mL ; (76) 

then 

(i) I’(Hq) >> I’(Lq), since 

- H decay has more phase space [Eq. (76)] and 

- L decay is suppressed by presumably small KM angles, since the tran- 
sition has to lead to a quark outside the same family - like b + c. 

(ii) According to the GIM ansatz, Am is determined by the mass of the internal 
quark 

ArnH tx rni, AmL oc rn& . 

Both trends combine to yield 

(77) 

Thus one expects large or at least sizeable K” - I?O and B” - B” mixing in 
contrast to small or even tiny Do - b” and To - To mixing. This qualitative 

; 

-1. statement will be made more specific in the next sections. 
- L- 

C. B” - B” Mixing 

(1) Phenomenology 

As discussed extensively in Chapter III.A, mixing is driven by Am and AI’, 
which are due to transitions where the flavor quantum numbers change by 
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i ,c- two units. *The time evolution of neutral B mesons becomes then more complex 

. _ (I follow the now standard treatment a la Pais and Treiman, ref.26): 

/B’(t)) = g+ (t) IB’), + ; g- (t) IBo)o ’ 

pop)) = ; g- (t) IB’), + g+ (t) IBo)o 3 

9k (t) = f exp [-:I’lt] exp[imrt] (l&exp [-i AI?] exp[iAmt]) , (78) 

Ar = r2-rl, Am = m2-ml, z = l--E 

P i-T? 
- 

This is the most general expression (compatible with CPT invariance). For the 
present discussion, I will make two simplifying assumptions: 

0 I assume CP invariance implying q/p = 1 ( in an appropriate phase conven- 
tion). 

0 I ignore AI. Later we will see that AI’ 2 &Am is a fairly conservative 
estimate. 

The flavor quantum number of neutral B mesons can - within the Standard 
Model! - most conveniently be traced by studying semileptonic decays: 

(L-XI L(AB = 1) IB”)o = 0 

(t+X( fZ(AB = 1) IB”)o = 0 , 
_ 

where B” = ($q), q = d, s. Using the simplifications stated above one obtains 

rate(B’(t) -+ e-X> oc I(l-XlLlB”(t))12 

(79) 

(80) 

oc lg-(t)12 = iesrr(l - cos Amt) 

rate(B’(t) + .f?X) oc [g+(t)]’ = f esrt(l + cos Amt) . _P. 

It is this deviation from a simple exponential time evolution which is an un- 
ambiguous sign of mixing! Present experimental searches cannot resolve any time 
evolution and are sensitive to time integrated quantities only 

t 

r(Be -+ e-x) x2 
r = r(Be + e+x) =2 
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r(B” + 4-X) .r 
-x = qB0 j @X) = - 1+r 

It is not just academic to remember that an observed r # 0 per ae does not prove 
the existence of mixing. It primarily establishes a violation of a global AB = AQl 
rule. This would then be interpreted as either due to 

0 mixing or 

o a violation of the AB = AQf rule that is local in time, Eq. (79), i.e., New 
Physics! 

B Mesons are not produced in isolation since AB = 0 holds for the strong and 
electromagnetic forces. Therefore one has to exercise a certain amount of care in 
interpreting data on, say, direct leptons attributed to semileptonic B decays. 

(i) BE production well above beauty threshold can be treated in a simple prob- 
abilistic way: if the neutral B meson is produced together with a charged B 
(or a beauty baryon) which cannot mix one deals in effect with a situation 
where there is only a single state as far as mixing is concerned. When one 
encounters BOB0 production like in 

one can conclude directly, without doing an explicit calculation, for the ratio 
of such like-sign to opposite-sign dileptons 

_ 

N(&Y*) 2x(1 - x) 2r 
N(t?+t-) = (1 - x)2 + x2 = ~ 1+r2 ’ (85) 

-(ii) Such a simple probabilistic prescription cannot be followed when one studies 
a near threshold process like 

e+e- + T(4s) -+ BB . 

For the two B mesons now form a quantum mechanical state of definite or- 
bital angular momentum, namely a p wave, which is odd under exchange. 
The requirement -of Bose statistics then tells us that at-no time can the orig- c 

_z_ inal BOB0 system evolve into two identical states B”(t)Bo(t) or gO(t)Bo(t). 
-- - An equivalent statement is the following 

e+e- ---) T(4s) 
/” && 

x Bl%&& 

where B1,2 are the two mass eigenstates. Yet even so, there is a simple 
intuitive argument which immediately yields the correct ratio between like- 
sign and opposite-sign dileptons; it just goes beyond a purely probabilistic 
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- ” description. Let us visualize neutral B mesons as vectors in a plane where a 

. ho [Do] is denoted by a vector that points perpendicular up [down]. This is 
exactly the configuration at production time t = 0, Fig. 5a. As times goes 
on, the two vector rotate around the origin; the important point here is that 
they always remain anti-parallel because of Bose statistics, Fig. 5b. When 
one of the mesons decays semileptonically, then the quantum coherence is 
destroyed and one knows immediately the identity of the other meson at 
that time, Fig. 5c - it is like an Einstein-Rosen-Podolsky scenario. This 
situation therefore corresponds to single B production as far as mixing is 
concerned: 

N(l*l*) 
N(e+e-) [BOB0 in p wave] = r . (86) 

10-87 5878A5 

Fig. 5 (a,b,c). S h c ematic representation of the time evolution of a pair 
of neutral B mesons produced in a p wave. 

_ 

_zz. 

a i* 

(;i;) BOB0 mixing affects also the forward-backward asymmetry of beauty jets in 
e+e- annihilation. This asymmetry is calculated for e+e- + b 6; the b quarks 
then hadronize into beauty jets tracing more or less the direction of flight 
of the original quarks. The only remaining task then consists in identifying 
the flavor of the jet - is it B or B? This can be achieved via semileptonic 
or any other flavor-specific decays - yet a fundamental problem cannot be 
circumvented. Any decay can reflect on the flavor of the decaying state only 
as it was at the time of decay! If mixing occurs, then the flavor at time of 
decay is not necessarily the flavor at time of production since 

can occur. Thus one necessarily makes an accounting error and the observ- 
able forward-backward asymmetry is smaller than the one expected on the 
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quark level. For the simple case where only Bd and B, mesons are considered 
one finds 

h'~(Bu,Bd)= & AFB(b quarks) . 

The general case can be expressed in an analogous fashion: 

-‘b&&d%,~a) = & AFB (b quarks) 

2R[rd +I'&& + td)/(l+ r8)] 

r= l+rd+R[pn(l+Td)+l-rd+~e(l--rs)(l+fd)/(l+ra)] 
where 

F(Bi + e-x) 
ri = r(B; + &+x) ’ Bi = (6;) , i = d, 8 

R _ bdBd - 
bsL(Bu) ’ ’ - 

(87) 

(88) 

- 
(89) 

pi [pa] denotes the &, [B8] abundance relative to the number of B+ mesons. 

(2) Data 

The experimental situation is highly intriguing and promising, yet not com- 
pletely settled - which is hardly surprising considering the complexity involved: 

. 

: -‘- . 

_ 

there are two neutral B mesons that can mix - Bd and B, - and the relative 
abundance - B, vs. Bd vs. B, - is a priori and also actually quite unknown. 

(i) UAl was the first to report some positive evidence for mixing averaged over 
B,j and B, mesons. Their most recent analysis yieldsl’l) 

- 
(x) = 0.158 f 0.059 cv (r) = 0.188 f 0.07 (90) 

which is not in clear conflict with the upper bound reported by Mark II ~71 

(x) L o-12 (90% C.L.) (91) 

or by JADE which relies on its measurement of the forward-backward asym- 4 

_Y. metry 
rrp_ (x) 5 0.13 (90% C.L.) . (92) 

One should add that MAC has presented some (marginal) evidence for 
mixingIZ81 

(x) = 0.21: ;*;; (93) . 

which can help to reconcile signals from pp collisions and e+e- annihilation. 
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,c- (ii) ARGUS h as very recently created quite a stir by reporting intriguing evi- 

. dence for rather sizable Bd - & mixing [291 

Xd = 0.17 f 0.05 = rd = 0.21 f 0.08 . (94 

Since r = x2/(2 + z2) this implies 

xd = 9 (&) = 0.73: :‘;; 
. 

i.e., a mixing rate quite comparable to the decay rate. CLEO has published 
an upper bound on .Bd-Bd mixing which (assuming N(B+B-) : N(BdBd) = 
0.6 : 0.4) reads as follows[‘“l 

rd 5 0.24 (90% C.L.) . (96) 
- 

It should be kept in mind that some extra assumptions had to be made to 
extract (94) from the data. 

0 bsL(B*) = bsL(&) 

o N(B+B-) : N(&&) = 0.55 : 0.45 as suggested by phase space 
(m(B*) < m(h))- 

These are certainly reasonable assumptions - yet they are not established 
facts. 

(iii) At present there is no unambiguous way to compare (x) with Xd since the 
relative abundance of the various beauty hadrons is not known. Instead one 
can draw up different “reasonable” scenarios, for example 

- (o) scenario 1: 

Prob(B,) : Prob(Bd) : Prob(B,) : Prob(&) N 0.4 : 0.4 : 0.2 :- 0 (97) 

_T. 

which leads to Fig. 6a. 

(P) scenario 2: 
; 

- ._ e Prob(B,) : Prob(Bd) : Prob(B,) : Prob(&) N 0.375 : 0.375 : 0.15 : 0.10 -_ 
(98) 

- A.+-- exhibited in Fig. 6b. 

In scenario 1 one reads off re < 0.6 (90% C.L.) whereas in scenario 2 even 
rs = 1 is allowed. A very detailled discussion can be found in ref.30. 

Next we will discuss to which degree these mixing numbers are compatible 
with the Standard Model. 
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10-87 rs 5878A6 

Fig. 6. (a) Experimental (90% C.L.) informtion on rd, rs for N(B),) : N(Bd) : 
N(&) : N(b) = 0.4 : 0.4 : 0.2 : 0. (b) As in (a), but with N(B),) : N(B,j) : 
N(B,) : N(Ab) = 0.375 : 0.375 : 0.15 : 0.1 (Courtesy of R. Hurst). . 

(3) Theoretical Interpretation 

It is fairly straightforward to convince oneself that within the Standard Model 
the quark box contribution is by far the most dominant term for Amg: 

AmBItheor = A'Wlbox - (99) 

There are various lines of argument all leading to the same conclusion: 

o There are no clear resonances anymore at high mass scales - W&g. It makes 
good sense then to invoke the duality argument that the quark description 

- expressed in the box diagram represents an appropriate average over the 
contributing hadronic channels. 

o The dominant mass scale for Amg is set by the top mass - &ng cx rni 
to first approximation - which is much larger than the 5 1 GeV scale 
ruling long distance dynamics. Resonance effects will then have only a small 
impact on ArnB (it could be somewhat different for AI’B, see later) since 
its domain - (1 GeV) 2 is tiny compared to rn; and small even relative 
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I ,;‘ to-m &  The dynamical situation is thus quite different for the fl- ii-O and 
the B” - B” case. . 

AmglbQx depends on three crucial input parameters as apparent from  Fig. 7: 

IO-87 G T ii 
587EA8 

Fig. 7. Box diagram describing B” - B” transitions. - 

o m t, the top mass (mb,m, are relevant for AI’B); 

o the K M  parameter V(Q) (assuming IV(tb)I CT 1); 
o the hadron wave function BBfi defined in complete analogy to the K” case: 

(B”I (b&-~(bq)v-~ IB”) Z  f Bg j& rn$ . (100) 

More specifically when ignoring m l and rnk relative to rni - which amounts 
to a very good approximation of Amg - one finds 

where & = V(tb)V*(tq) and13*l 

(101) 

’ 4(1-z) - (102) 

~QCD contains the radiative QCD corrections. I will drop this factor in the fol- 
lowing anticipating .that it is not significant numerically considering the other 

-1. uncertainties we are going to discuss. Nevertheless I want first to make two com- 
- . --ments on it: the expression usuallyquoted for QQCD in the literature as a function 

of (mainly) mw , m t, mb has two shortcomings: 
- =...- 

; 

l It was derived assuming rn; < M &  - a quite popular expectation at the 
time. However for rn: N M$ or rnf >> M$ - at present seen as quite legit- 
imate cases - different effective operators enter. They tend to lower ~QCD 

significantly (i.e., 
W I 

by up to a factor of two) relative to the usual estimates 
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i ,;‘ 
l As--usual, a low-energy scale ~1 is introduced which matches the scale at which 

. the on-shell matrix element is evaluated. Almost all authors have used - 
without much discussion - p2 N mb. While this is certainly a natural choice 
for B decays (to the extent that mf >> mz), I am unconvinced that this choice 
is appropriate for the coherent process B” + B”. A more reasonable choice 
for the latter seems to me to be p2 - f - 1 (GeV)2, i.e., ordinary hadronic 
scales. Incorporating this would reduce ~QCD even further. 

Finally (again for rnz < rni < mf) 

in analogy to (50). 

Amg -N 2Re IMl2l = 21Ml2I (103) 

(i) Am(Bd) vs. Am(B,) 

From (101) and (103) one reads off immediately 

58 = xd lV(ts)12 (Bf~[Bal)~ > xd lW412 
Ivttd)12 (BfB[Bd])2 - Iv(td)12 

where we have already anticipated B Jo [B,] 2 B jB[Bd]. 

Since t quarks have not been -observed yet, there exists no direct information 
on the KM parameters V(td),V(ts) (or V(tb) for that matter). However with 
three families only one can employ unitarity to constrain them quite considerably. 
I find the Wolfenstein parametrization 1321 of the KM matrix most convenient for 
this and latter purposes: 

l-q2 2 x AX3(p - iv) 
_ v&f= -A 1 -L i x2 AX2 (105) 

AX3(1- p - iv) -AX2 1 1 

plus terms of higher order in X. As expected there are four independent parame- 
ters: &A,p,q. 

The first one, X, is basically the Cabibbo angles 

x N 0.22 . 
_T_ 

(106) ; 

- - -i4 is estimated fron!i the beauty lif&imel15l 

- - A N l.Of0.3 

with considerable systematic uncertainties. Using1151 

- 

(107) 

(108) 



” leads to.. _ 

. 0.45 5 dp2 + r#l2 5 1.14 . (109) 

The unitarity of the 3 x 3 KM matrix then implies 

IV(h)1 N IV(cb)I = AX2 (110) 

The dependence on the KM parameters actually drops out from xd = Am/I’ a 

IV@) 12/lWb> 12* 
Unfortunately there is no such simple relation between IV(td)I and IV(ub)l, 

IV(cb)l; IV(td)I in particular depends on the sign of p - in contrast to IV(ub)l 
and becomes maximal for p < 0. 

For IpI 5 1 - it cannot be significantly larger and still satisfy (109) and 
reproduce the observed CP violation in KI, decays (see next chapter) - and 
p < 0 one finds 

IV(td)I s 0.02 

IW) I2 1 
Iv(td)p = x2 ((1 - P)2 + v2) 

z5 

(111) 

(112) 

and therefore a quite conservative bound (see also ref.30) 

x8 > 5S.Q 2 2.2 

rs > 0.71 
013) 

(114 

_ i.e., the mixing rate - Am - is considerably larger than the decay rate - I’ - 
f6r B, mesons. This has two consequences: 

(Q) B, - Bd mixing is thus expected to approach its maximal value td = 1. 
An observation of slower mixing - say td < 0.7 - is thus a sign of New 

-Physics - like a fourth family or an isoscalar quark or flavor changing neutral 
currents etc., - that contributes destructively to B, - Bd mixing. I have 
already mentioned that combining the lower bound Xd from ARGUS with 
the upper bound on (x) f rom Mark II implies rs < 0.6 - if the production 
probabilities of Bd, B,, etc., @ates hold as stated in Eq. (97). 

(p) The real test of mixing consists of observing the special time evolution given 
in (80) and (81) h w ere the exponential is modulated by a cos function, as 
shown in Fig. 8a,b for the two “typical” values x = 0.75 and x = 5. One 
realizes immediately that very good time resolution is required to observe 
very fast mixing. 

- 
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BB N O(1) 
fB H- o(fir,f~)= O(lsoMeV) . _ 

(115) 

_T_ We find ourselves not in a position of complete ignorance concerning these pa- 
- Yameters - the problem is that our understanding is numerically not sufficiently 

precise. For looking at Eqs. (101) and (103) we realize that Amg depends on the 
square both of ji and IV(td)12! Varying fB by a factor of two which is perfectly 
consistent with (115) h as a unpleasantly large impact. At?aB changes by a factor 
of four and the real mixing observable r = x2/ (2 + x2) by an order of magni- 
tude! There are actually two sides to this coin, namely the strong dependence of 
Amg(theor on certain input parameters: 

0 I2 3 4 5 

10-87 
t/r0 

5878A9 

Fig. 8. Proper time evolution of semileptonic B” decays with (a) A,/I’ = 0.75 
and (b) Am/I' = 5. 

(ii) Am(Bd) and mt 

_ 

Unfortunately it is much harder to make an absolute prediction on Am as 
a function of mt: there are the “hard” input parameter V(tb)V*(td) and the 

2 “soft” one Bg jB. I have already stated that we have some nontrivial constraints 
on IV(tb)V*(td)I bt o ained via unitarity from V(cb) and V(ub). Since it is the 
ordinary strong interactions that are responsible for B and fB we can conclude 
immediately 
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i ” ; No--precise prediction for or interpretation of &r&g can be given as long as 

. more than one of these inputs is unknown or only purely known. 

l Numerically precise statements can however be made as soon as our ig- 
norance has been narrowed down to only one (or better still, zero) input 
parameter. 

Various theoretical models have been employed over the years to compute 
or at least estimate the relevant parts of the B meson wave function. The 
results are tabulated below: for Bd mesons 

(60 - 130 MeV)2 MIT bag models[33] 

(100 - 150 MeV)2 Potential models[34] 

BB~; - (115 f 15 MeV)2, (190 f 30 MeV)2 QCD sum rules135*36] 

(120 MeV)2/cx, B* - B mass splitting[3’1 - 

~5 (220 MeV)2 Scaling from Jo 
(116) 

and for B, mesons 

(140 - 200 MeV)2 MIT bag models 

BB~; - (140 - 200 MeV)2 Potential models . 

(140 f 20 MeV)2, (210 f 30 MeV)2 QCD sum rules 
(117) 

A few comments are in order. 

l Comparing (116) with (117) exhibits the general feature 

as expected intuitively: for in a nonrelativistic ansatz 

j; = m40N” 
MB 

(118) 

where ‘p(O) denotes the meson wave function at the origin. 

This wave fun&& is controlled by the reduced mass pi which is m, [md] for d 
_T_ B, [Bd] mesons; the wave function is then more concentrated at the origin 

for B, than for Bd mesons and despite M(Bd) < Ak(B,) .one expects quite 
generally ji[B8] > ji [Bd]. More explicitly - and therefore also in a more 
model dependent way - one finds 

fB cc PB . 

A fairly similar pattern holds also when relativistic effects are included 1341. 
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i ,c- -0 It is rather easy to prove that in potential models B E 1 always holds - it 
amounts to a nice homework problem actually 1231. . 

o BB has not been calculated via the QCD sum rule approach yet. The values 
I have quoted there refer to fB only. The two numbers for f& are from an 
identical ansatz (namely that of Ref. 35) - the numerical difference is due 
completely to the usage of a different b quark mass. (One further remark 
can be made in passing: it is obviously highly dangerous and therefore in- 
advisable for a theorist to quote an error on his/her results. If they had not 
done that in this instance, one would be speaking of an uncertainty instead 
of a discrepancy.) 

o The B* - B mass splitting yields at best on order of magnitude estimate on 
Jo (and nothing on BB) since it is quite unclear which is the appropriate 
value for od: is it crd - l/2 or ob - l? - 

o The last line in (116) is obtained using the nonrelativistic expression (118) to 
relate fB to the (90% C.L.) upper limit fD < 340 MeV obtained by Mark III 
in its search for D+ -+ ~+v~. 

The uncertainties on the KM parameters and hadronic wave functions can be 
expressed quite conveniently in units of a calibration factor F 

F = IW412 BG 
(0.01)2 (150 MeV)z . (1 19) 

Our preceding discussion leads to the range 

F - 0.5 - 7 (120) 

as a realistic one, even with a certain touch of conservatism - nevertheless not 
one canonized by completely hard facts and/or calculations. 

-Figure 9 shows a comparison of zd as a function of mt with the ARGUS 
numbers; I conclude 

mt 2 50 GeV if rd 1 0.1 (121) 

_T_ 

- =..e- 

with rnt quite possibly-much closer to 100 GeV! 
A violation of (121) would indicate the presence of New Physics - a fourth 

family, a nonminimal Higgs sector-&., - yet before such a conclusion would be 
finalized, one would of course re-analyze - with much more effort and impetus - 
whether the intrinsic theoretical uncertainties are truly reflected in (121)! 
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Fig. 9. (Am/I’) B d as a  function of m t compared with the ARGUS findings. 

In a  box calculation it is the internal mass mg and not the internal mass m , 
that sets the scale: 

ArB a rni 

More specifically one finds 

- 
~ (&) 2  0  (0.01) 

T(B.) 5  CJ (0.05) 

D. Do - b” M ixing 
(1) Guesstimates on Amg . 

_T. W e  know right away that Do - Do m ixing has to be small since it suffers from 
- - --two quite efficient stippression mechanisms: 

(a) Cabibbo suppression: Do - Do like K” - K” transitions are Cabibbo sup- 
pressed - yet the ordinary D in contrast to K decays are not! Therefore 

F (D) a  g , T(K)a$ . (122) 
C C 
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” (p) GIM,suppression: Amo vanishes in the limits of Suit symmetry like 
AmK [Am] d . oes for SU(~)FL [SU(~)FL] symmetry. Yet Su(4)~,5 and in 
particular SU(G)FL breakings are considerably larger. 

The still open question is “how small is small - is it actually tiny?” 

Since there is nothing we can do about Cabibbo suppression, our discussion 
will center on our understanding of SU(Q)FL breaking (or on the lack thereof). 
Like in the kaon case, Eq. (70), we distinguish between box and long-distance 
contributions 

AmD(box renders tiny values that are presumably forever unmeasurable: hmD/r < 
0.01, f-D < lo-4 (rD is defined in analogy to (82)). The reason for that is easy 
to understand: SU(~)FI, breaking in the box computation is represented by the 
difference between the s and d quark mass, calibrated by the W mass: 

024 

Nevertheless I find it instructive to ask the following admittedly academic question: 

Homework Problem 3 

Is the box operator &(AC = 2) a local operator? 

.There is a second, considerably less academic question: does (124) represent 
a realistic treatment of SU(S)FL breaking in D decays? The answer is clearly 
negative! The detailed argument can be found in Ref. 16; here I want only to 
state one illustrative and relevant example: 

_Yz_ 

- 

IyDO ---) K+K-) 
IyDO + %+TT-) exp 

N 3-4 . (125) 

I am not saying we do have a clear understanding why Su(3)~,5 symmetry is such a 
misleading guide in some D decays - only that this appears to be an observational 
fact. This has to be taken into account when calculating or at least estimating 
AmDIm.. 



L ,K-’ Homework6Problem 4 
. Show that there are three classes of diagrams for Arng when quark, gluon and 

W  fields are used and that each of these classes contains four diagrams. 

The Do - Do transition amplitude is thus given by twelve(!) quark-gluon-W 
diagrams; those have to have alternating signs since they must - as already stated 
- cancel in the lim it of SU(~)FL invariance. Keeping all the resonances in m ind 
that could be and therefore will be relevant in this region, it is obviously and 
utterly beyond our capabilities to perform  a computation based on first principles. 

At this point one either folds up the tents and moves on to greener pastures 
or attempts to rough it out. I will try the latter. 

Let us consider particularly simple intermediate states namely - 

DO + PP + b0 (126) 

where P denotes a pseudoscalar meson, z or K. There are four such transition 
amplitudes: 

A( Do -+ PP + b”) = sin2 8, cos2 8, {[&-K-l + [rr+x-] - [rr+H-] - [@z-1 } 

(127) 
and four more for neutrals A’S and K’s. The relative signs between the different 
intermediate states are fixed by the GIM ansatz: the K+K- [&z-l pair couples 
to both Do and do with strength sin 8, cos 6, [- sin 0, cos O,]; K+clr- [&K-l on the 
other hand couples to Do with - sin2 8, [cos2 O,] and to b” with cos2 8, [- sin2 O,]. 

_ 
To obtain a rough guesstimate one proceeds as follows: starting from  the 

experimental numbers BR(D” + K+K-) - 0.6%, BR(D” + ?r+?r-) - 0.2% to 
which one adds one half their value to include the K°Ko and ?y”zo modes one 
arrives at 

BR(D+ + Kii’+ m ) N 2BR(D” -+ KK + xR) - 0.025 (128) 

(with ID+) = CP ID+>) w h ere we have used the coherent nature of m ixing. Thus ; 
-1. very roughly 

- L- 
Amg - 0.03 rD , hrD - 0.03 rD rD - r(lo-‘) . (129) - =..e- 

Needless to say the real value of rD due to long distance dynamics could be con- 
siderably smaller. The point of this exercise was to show that values like those in 
(129) are not necessarily ruled out in the Standard Model. 
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. 

,; -There is a well-known strategy for improving the quality of our estimate: 

l derive a dispersion relation like for K” + 7~ + $f”; 

l evaluate it using measured zrr, KK, Klr phase shifts. 

The actual execution of this program is however rather nontrivial and is therefore 
unlikely to be undertaken unless Do -do mixing is actually found with rD - 10s3. 

(2) Phenomenology and Data 

The most general expression describing Do --) K+T- for small mixing (and 
assuming CP invariance) reads 

I’(D’(t) + K+C-) oc crt {~)W+Y~) +4tg4e,pf12 +4y(rt)tg2ecbr} (130) 

with 
Am Ar Z= y--, --Cl y= 2r 

tg2e,bf = A(D” + K+T-) 
A(DO + K-T+ 1 * 

- 

(131) 

(132) 

It is easy to see that the ratio of amplitudes for the doubly Cabibbo suppressed 
and the Cabbibo allowed mode, Eq. (132), has to be negative, $f < 0: 

o in the absence of strong interaction $I = -1 since 

V(d) v*(us) sin2 8, 
V(cs) V*(d) = -i&q 

o no new phase is introduced into this ratio by “switching on” the strong forces 
since K+?r- is the CP conjugate of K-x+ and the strong forces obey CP 

-invariance. At the same time one can identify AI’ with I’- - I’+ where 
I’- [I’+] is the width of the CP odd [even] mass eigenstate. Thus 

I’(D’(t) + K’?r-) oc crt { (rt)2(2 + y2) + 4tg4e,pf I2 

+ 2((r+ - r-)t)tg2e,lpfl} -. 
(133) -, 

As emphasized before, mixing is primarily characterized by its non-exponential 
time evolution - as exhibited by the first term in (133); the second term is 
purely exponential - not surprisingly, since it represents the doubly Cabibbo 
suppressed decays; the third term finally represents interference between doubly 
Cabibbo suppressed transitions and AI’ mixing. 
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r -The E691 Collaboration has presented a preliminary analysis using only the 
_ first two terms, they find 

+D = i(x2 +y2) s 0.5% . (134 
The third term, if present at all, is likely to contribute with a positive sign. This 
expectation is based on the observation that more (two-body) decay modes are 
open to D+ than to D- decays: I’ + > I’-. This would even strengthen or lower 
the upper limit (134). Unfortunately one cannot rule out completely that F+ < I’- 
due to sizeable destructive interferences in D+ decays. 

There exists a complementary way to establish Do - iso mixing, namely by 
observing 

e’e- + qF(3770) -+ DoDo + (K*@)D(K*TF)D (135) - 

i.e., special S = f2 final states. For there is one by now (hopefully) familiar 
argument: in the absence of mixing the process (135) cannot proceed since Bose 
statistics requires the final state to be symmetric under exchange of the two kaons 
or the two pions. This is not possible however since Dono and thus also the two 
identical (KT) clusters form a p wave configuration which is antisymmetric under 
exchange! 

By now the reader should have sharpened his/her skills of reasoning to proof 
the general result: 

Homework Problem 5 

_ 
Consider the reactions 

e+e- + $"(3770) --‘D”~o+fafb,fafb 

where strangeness S[f=] = S[fb] = fl, S[fi] = -S[fb] 

l Then in the absence of mixing, i.e., x = y = 0 

(136) ; 

(137) 

l How does (137) change when mixing is present? 
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,c- - Mark III has observed two events of 

e+e- 4 vj” 4 DoDo 4 (K*T~T~)D(K*~~R~)I) (138) 

where one event is consistent with 

D”bo + (K* pF) (K* pF) 

L Ir%fo L AW 
the other with 

Doso + (K*r)(K*r) . 

If taken at face value this would correspond to 

rD - 0.5 - 1% (139) 

which is not in real conflict with the E691 bound (134). Yet considering the very 
small number of events on one hand and the large width of K* and of p mesons on 
the other hand it seems wise to reserve judgment for the moment and ask instead 
for the vigorous pursuit of more data. 

N. CP VIOLATION 

u 

In case you had been around university campuses in the late 1960’s with an 
open eye and an open ear, you were bound to encounter passionate debates go- 
ing on about the topic “what distinguishes the Left from the Right?” Listening 
QJ them you would have noticed that sooner or later “Left” and “Right” would 
be defined in terms of “Good” and “Evil”. This sounds fine, were it not for a 
minor problem: there was no universal agreement on who the good and the bad 
guys are. 

There is a close analogy in physics to this question in the political debate 
(like there are many other similarities and correspondences between physics and 
politics - which probably comes as a sobering thought to physicists rather than ; 

-2. politicians). Let us assume that we want to communicate to a civilization in outer 
- _ --space what we mean by “left” and+ight” in science. (Do not ask why we want to 

do that - it is like politics again, once a certain goal has been set.) And we do not - A-+-- 
want to achieve this noble goal by sending them a copy of a left hand or a more 
sophisticated version of it, namely polarized light; after all that would amount 
to an exchange of a convention only. At first thought it sounds like a fairly easy 
problem since parity symmetry is clearly violated: tell them to study ?r + pu 
decays - the emerging neutrino is left-handed. Thinking just a little bit harder, 
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i ,c- we realize the fallacy of this suggestion: we had of course the decays of positive 
. - piow in mind, 

7r+ + P+uL 

yet the decays of negutiue pions lead to right-handed (anti-)neutrinos! Hence we 
realize that even maximal parity violation does not allow to distinguish “left” from 
“right” in an absolute fashion - it only relates it to a convention on ‘positiven 
and “negative,” like in the political debate cited above. 

1964 marks a real revolution in physics: the violation of CP invariance was 
observed. One of its signals (though historically not the first one) is 

r(KL--d+v~-) 
r(KL --d-m+) =1.006#1 . 

Our message to outer space consists then of three parts: 

l Find KL mesons. 

l Study KL + F,T* transitions; the one with the slightly larger rate pro 
duces positively charged leptons. 

l With this definition of “positive” look at rr+ decays - they lead to left- 
handed neutrinos. 

Thus we have learned a fundamental lesson: because and only because CP 
invariance has been found to be violated, can we say Nature makes an absolute, 
physical distinction between “left” and “right” which can be defined without taking 
recourse to any convention. 

This describes to me the most basic importance of CP violation. Other 
aspects - that it is necessarily an integral part of any attempt to explain the 
6aryon number of the Universe or that it has the highest sensitivity level to New 
Physics (see later), etc., - are not quite as profound. 

1. Theoretical Implementation of CP Violation 

CPT invariance is assumed throughout these lectures. CP violation can then 
enter only via a complex relative phase between two coupling constants, gr and A 

-1. 92, i.e., 

=il s; # 0 * (141) 
d - As pointed out almost exactly fifteen years ago in the classic paper by Kobayashi 

and Maskawa ~91 there is one and only one way to achieve this in the Standard 
Model (I ignore the “Strong CP Problem”): 

l Neutral currents are flavor diagonal - therefore they cannot exhibit CP 
violating couplings. 
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,K-’ -o The charged currents on the other hand can - if there are enough fam- 
ilies. . Their couplings (in units of GF) are combined in the unitary KM 
matrix. The latter has N2 real parameters if there are N quark families; not 
all of- those are physical parameters: having N up-type and N down-type 
quarks allows for (2N - 1) of those parameters to be changed at will by 
the arbitrariness in the phase convention for these fermions (the 2Nth phase 
transformation for the 2N fermions does not reduce the number of parame- 
ters since it corresponds to a universal phase change for all fermions - an 
operation that has no impact on quark bilinears like currents). Therefore we 
are left with (N - 1)2 real parameters. 

l For N = 2 there is just one real parameter - the Cabibbo angle; therefore, 
CP invariance has to hold when there are two families only. 

l For N = 3 there are four real parameters. Since there are only three Euler 
angles for 3 x 3 matrices, there is room for one phase 6, which controls the 
intrinsic strength of CP violation. 

l For N = 4 these are nine real parameters - namely, six Euler angles and 
three complex phases. 

The KM matrix emerges when the mass matrix for up- and down-quarks is 
diagonalized. The quark masses in turn are produced via the Yukawa couplings 
of Higgs fields to quark bilinear& A complex KM phase thus requires a complex 
Yukawa coupling. Since this enters in a dimension four operator, CP violation is 
described as a “hard” symmetry breaking which is uncalculable in the Standard 
Model as a matter of principle. 

By the way, Kobayashi and Maskawa made their observation on having three 
families as the minimal requirement for accommodating CP violation at a time 
when charm had not been discovered yet, i.e., when even the second family was still 
incomplete! They also specified two generic cases for implementing CP violation by 
going beyond the Standard Model: right-handed currents and/or additional Higgs 
doublets! In those scenarios CP invariance is typically broken in a spontaneous 
fashion. 

On derives an equally simple and general prediction from the observation that 
the interplay of three families is required for CP violation to become observable: 

-1. in B decays there are bound to be CP asymmetries that are much larger than in 
- - -4K decays (or D decays). For the4atter decays in contrast to -the former do not 

involve the third family directly. Thus as far as the Standard Model is concerned 
- A* 

there can be no doubt: rather large CP asymmetries are bound to exist in some 
beauty decays - however, much more detailed considerations have to be made 
to predict the exact size of these asymmetries and in which modes they are most 
readily found. We are thus in a situation very similar to that of a detective who 
knows that the perpetrator of a crime is hiding in a certain building, but not on 
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,c- which floor> let alone which room. We are of course confident that we will not 
. - follow in the footsteps of Inspector Clouzot. 

2.. Phenomenology of CP Violation in KL Decays 
(i) KL + hr Decays 

In (49) I have already given the general expression for the mass eigenstates 
KL,S in terms of the flavor eigenstates: 

lKL,S) = &J-.q (IKO) f a! Iri’O)) 

It was also mentioned that only the modulus of a is physical, the phase is not: 

leads to 

and therefore 

yet 

(M2, r12) -+ e'( (M2, r12) (144 

a + evie a (145) 

~KL,s) ---) ~KL,s) . 

The data tell us with very good accuracy(401 

046) 

ArnK E 2jMl2I , AIK = -21Il21 , x = F-- 0.477 . (147) 
8 

-1. 
_ Ahen we can write, L- 

with 

la/--l+&AS=2) - (148) 

4(AS = 2) G arg 2 (149) 

- 

due to some numerical coincidences like AI’ N Is, x = 0.5. 
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I ,;‘ -4@S 7 2) d enotes a physical phase emerging from AS = 2 transitions - thus 
_ it measures CP violation in these reactions. It can be determined most directly . 

in semileptonic KL decays, due to the experimentally confirmed AS = AQ rule 
K0 f, e-x ) ITo f, .49x: 

6 
t 

- r(KL + t+v?r-) - r(KL -+ e-Vlr+) = 1- ‘cu12 
r(KL + e+m-) + r(KL + t-m+) 

- -14(AS = 2) 
1+ ‘a’2 - 2 

(150) 

Experimentally one finds after averaging over ! = e,p 

6, = (3.30 f 0.12) x 1o-3 

and therefore 

M2 - = -(0.4773&0.0023)[1- @(AS = 2)] 
r12 

t$(AS = 2) = (6.58 k0.26) x 1O-3 

(151) 

(152) 

(153) 

- 

with d(AS = 2) re p resenting CP violation in the K” - K” mass m ixing. 

(ii) KL + TT Decays 

Historically CP violation was first observed in a different way, namely by 
detecting1411 

KL + ?f+7r- . (154) 

For it showed that KL could not be a CP eigenstate since it decayed both to CP 
odd 37r as well as CP even 27r final states - a reincarnation of the old 6 - r puzzle. 
Defining a ratio of amplitudes for KL -+ xz and KS + ?TT 

. 

_ 
?j+- E  A(KL 3 x+x-) 

A(Ks --$ T+?T--) 

one deduces after a little bit of work 

(155) 

r)+---& tj(AS=2) . (156) 

Inserting the measured numbers for x and Q(AS = 2) one expects 

: q+-lz,# N (2.22 f 0.08) x 10e3 ei(43*7f0m2)0 (157) - 

in excellent agreement with direct measurements of both its modulus and its phase 

q+-lexp = (2.279 f 0.026) x 10-3ei(44~6*1~2)o . (158) 

Could one have observed q+- I=,+ # I]+- leXp ? Certainly, for I have made an implicit 
assumption in deriving (156): The final state in KL + zz is in general a m ixture 
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i ,;‘ of isospin zero and two configurations. Therefore one defines two different isospin 
_ amplitudes:. . 

A@L + (741=0,2) - Ao,Az . (159) 

A priori there is no reason why these two amplitudes have to be real relative 
to each other; thus it makes perfect sense to define a second physical phase which 
characterizes decay, i.e., AS = 1 processes: 

r$(AS=I)=arg$ . (160) 

This phase was ignored in deriving (156) and one has to write more generally 
. 

r)+- = - 5 @ (AS = 2) - o.lt#~(AS = 1)) (161) 
where the small coefficient in front of r$(AS = 1) is due to the observed relation 

- 

A2 ReAo N 0.05 

i.e., the AI = l/2 rule. With 

A(KL + T~VT~) 
‘loo - A( KS + &+‘) 

one deduces with the help of the isospin algebra 

q+- - 1_ 0 3 ws = 1) 
rloo ’ tj(AS = 2) 

(162) 

(163) ’ 

(164 

and thus (anticipating 4(AS = 1) < t#(AS = 2)) 
_ 

-BR(KL ---) r+r--) BR(Ks -+ r”ro) 2 
rl+- 

BR(KL + &rO) BR(Ks + T+T-) = I-/ 
cv 1 - 0 6 4(As = ‘) 

voo - 4(AS =2) 
. (165) 

Special linear combinations of q+-, ~00 are quite often used to parametrize CP 
violation 

_T_ 
- _ -Therefore 

TOO = CK - 2f’ . 

: L- 

- =...- v+- - CK + d 
voo 6K - 28 EK 

_ - + d(As = 1) 6' 

CK - 10 +(AS = 2) . 

(166) 6 

(167) 
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i ” - The .-physical interpretation of c~ and 6’ can directly be read off from (161), 
. - (166) and (167) 

l cK characterizes the decaying state; it is given by $(AS = 2) which measures 
CP violation in the K” - R” mass mixing. 

l c’ differentiates between different decay modes; it is therefore determined 
by t$(AS = 1) which p arametrizes direct CP violation. If there were more 
nonleptonic decay channels for KL, there would be more than one E’; one 
encounters such a situation in B decays. 

The two most recent measurements of e’/c are still preliminary; they read[42] 

8 1 3.5 0.7 f f 0.4 f 1.2 -= 
EK 

3.5 f 
3.0 f 

x 
2.0 

loe3 
. (168) 

- 

A nonzero value for direct CP violation has still not been established; yet somewhat 
optimistically one can say that a tantalizing trend into that direction has emerged. 
From (168) one obtains 

d(AS = 1) et (2.3 f 1.0) x lo-’ (169) 

a tiny number indeed. 

A caveat: 

Quite often a different ansatz is used to describe CP violation. Introducing a 
complex parameter 5 one writes down 

- LKL) = &qqq ((1 + s) IK’) + (1 - s) Iii”)} 

w-) + W+>I 9 CP I&) = f I&) 
(170) 

where the following definition has been used 

-1. CP IK’) = - II?‘) (171) - L- 

- z-e- leading to 

I&) = 5 (IK”) 7 IR’)) . (172) 

Equation (170) is interpretated rather easily by saying that 5 parametrizes the 
admixture of the even, i.e., “wrong” CP state in KL. Yet one has to exercise 
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” some caution in dealing with the quantity 5 : it is not automatically a physical 

. _ parameter as is seen from the identity 

1-S -- 
Q-l+Z * (173) 

Only lcrl is independent of phase conventions, Eqs. (145) and (146) 

b12 = 1 - ‘;yy2 (174 
implying that Re c is a fully physical parameter 

Rer=-i4(AS=2) (175) 

whereas Im 5 per se is not. The latter does not mean that Im 5 is devoid of meaning 
- only that proper care has to be taken in adopting consistent phase conventions. 
I will address this issue again in discussing CP violation in B decays. 

The question of phase conventions affects also the decay amplitudes Ao,Az. 
In the phase conventions of Wu and Yang one chooses A0 to be real: 

IxIIA~‘~~ = 0 . (176) 

- 

One then finds[43l 

Cl - * ei(S2-60) ImA 

fi A0 WY 
(177) 

where 62,& denote the ~7r phase shifts in the two isospin channels. 

With due respect to history and precedent I find describing CP violation in 
terms of c$(AS = 1,2) much more transparent. 

&ii) CPT Invariance 

I had mentioned before, Eqs. (156) and (157), that the phase of q+- is to a 
very good approximation determined by mass mixing. This holds also for ~00: 

rl+-,OO = Iv+-,001 @+-*OO (178) 

cp+- N cpoo = arctg 2x = (43.7 f 2)’ . (179) 

The measured value of ‘p+-, Eq. (158), ’ -1. 1s in good agreement with this expectation. 
- - -Yet a two cr deviation is observed-for cpoo: 

~00 lexp = (54.5 f 5.3)O . (180) 

There is no cause for alarm yet or even concern, but our curiosity should be 
aroused. In the coming years the phase difference cp+- - pot, will be measured to 
within lo hopefully. These data will in all likelyhood confirm our expectations - 
if not, it would indicate that CPT invariance is violated in K” + mr decays. 
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.=- (ivJ Time 8 eversal Invariance 

. There is no experimental evidence against CPT invariance, even less theoretical 
evidence. The observation of CP violation therefore means that T has to be 
violated as well, i.e., that Nature distinguishes between future and past on the 
microscopic level - another reason why CP violation is bound to affect you on 
the guts (and not merely the GUT) level. 

Yet no T violation has been observed directly. This is hardly surprising since, 
strictly speaking, one has to rely on analyzing static quantities like electric dipole 
moments (see below). For in scattering or decay processes it is for practical reasons 
impossible to study time reversal invariance directly, without further assumptions: 
while the decay A -+ B + C occurs spontaneously one is unable to prepare the 
corresponding recombination process B + C + A. 

The electric dipole moment d is defined via a term in the Hamiltonian - 

where a’ denotes the spin of the particle and J?? the electric field. Since a’ 4 -a’ and 
2 + 2 under T, d has to vanish if T invariance holds. There is another quantity 
sometimes referred to as induced electric dipole moment dind which is defined by 
H = dind t’. 2; r’denotes the spatial separation between two opposite charges. It 
is clearly allowed by T invariance. The highest sensitivity level has been achieved 
for the neutron electronic dipole moment dN where two different groups found 

dN = 
(-2.0 f 1.0) x 1o-25 
(-1.8 f 2.9) 

ecm . (182) 

These numbers have to be seen as establishing an upper bound on dN of a few 
x1O-25 ecm - an impressively tiny number when compared to the neutron’s 
radius, rN - lo-l3 cm. 

It is true that the KM ansatz predicts numbers that are even much tinier: 

dEM < 1O-3o ecm . (183) 

-1. Yet other models of CP violation - invoking right-handed currents or a nonmini- 
- - --ma1 Higgs sector - lead to predictions ranging from 1O-24 ecm down to 10s2’ ecm. 

Experimentalists expect to reach a sensitivity level of 1O-26 ecm in the near future - ;..e- - they should be both admired for and encouraged in their tenacity. 

(v) Standard Model Expectation for E and e’ 

In Chapter III I have discussed why one cannot equate LirnK with AmKjbox: 
there are virtual low-energy transitions K” -+ zz,r,~,$ + K” which are not 
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i ,=- included--appropriately in the quark-box description. The situation is quite dif- 

. - ferent for L: according to the KM ansatz a quantity can exhibit CP violation 
only if it is sensitive to the presence of three families. The hadronic transitions 
K” + ~T?T,‘IT, q + R” are insensitive to charm and top - therefore they do not 
contribute to e while being significant for AmK. (Once the AS = 1 “Penguin” 
operators are included which are crucial for e’ this ceases to be strictly correct, in 
particular for K” + q’ + K”; yet since e’/c < 0.05 such effects represent small 
corrections only.) Therefore for practical purposes one can rely on the quark box 
ansatz 1441: 

(It should be noted that Eq. (184) does not necessarily hold for other mechanisms 
of CP violation: e.g. when CP violation is produced via a nonminimal Higgs sector 
it is long distance dynamics that dominates c.1451 

First one determines the effective AS = 2 Lagrangian where it is now essential 
to include all three families: 

- 

x [Q8 (p”)] -6’27 (%7,&L) (w&) (185) 

with Xi denoting the KM parameters 

Xi = V(is) V*(id) , i=c,t . (186) 

_ 
To describe CP violation in the K” system one has to use the Wolfenstein expan- 
sbn of the KM matrix to order X4: 

x AX3 (p - iv + iqiA2) 
l_ 1x2 - jvA2X4 

2 AX2 (l+ iqX2) (187) 
AX3 (1 - p - iv) -AX2 1 

E(zi, xj) reflecting the box loops with internal quarks, i, j. Since the relevant mo- 
_T_ menta in the loop are between m, and rnt (this is the same argument as given 

- - -above (184), only made more explicit) the strong forces enter only via QCD 
radiative corrections fr, f2 and f3. The factor containing cyl(p2) explicitly re- 

- =..e- 
fleets the renormalization of &B(AS = 2) when changing the scale ~1 at which 
(17’ 1 (m-h) (ML) 1 K”) is calculated. This factor has to drop out from the full 
expression for physical quantities. Putting everything together one obtains 
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- 
. 

kK’ = lag x lo4BK Ih (k)2fiE(xc,xe) + h (&)2 f2E(xt,xt) 
+ h (XcXt)fG(xc, xt)’ 

= 4.33A2q& I- flE( xc,zc) + 2.3 x lo-'A2(1- p) f2E(xt,xt) 

+ fdxc, xt) I 

(188) 

with BK being defined as in (64). 

Strictly speaking the KM ansatz does not predict CP violation - it only allows 
for it as expressed by the parameter q: from the observed value of EK one extracts 
r] as a function of m t (and m ,) and of BK. For 30 GeV 5 m t < 180 GeV one can 
employ a numerical approximation that is much easier to handle 

Homework Problem-6 
_T. 

- ._ e Equation (4.49): h s ows that a nonvanishing cK can be produced from a quark 
box with only charm quarks as virtual states, i.e., when one ignores top quarks in 

- --c the internal lines. How does this observation match up with the general statement 
that a quantity can exhibit CP violation only if it is sensitive to the presence of 
three families? 

- 

BK~ II F {0.94$“05 - 0.3 + A2(1 - P)x;.~~~~}-~ (189) 

where I have used m , = 1.5 GeV; as usual xt = m t/M ,. BKQ thus drops 
rather quickly with increasing m t; for BK = 2/3, p = -0.7 - which are perfectly 
reasonable values with our present level of understanding - one finds 

q N 0.5 [0.2] if m t = 60 [130] GeV (190) 

which agrees with the bounds obtained on b + u transitions, Eq. (109). 

However if BK = l/3, then q = 1 for m t = 60 GeV and thus p2 + v2 N 1.5 - 
in violation of the bound (109). Statements like “the KM ansatz is insufficient to 
accommodate the observed strength of CP violation” which were made a few years 
ago were based on these three “pillars”: a small value of BK - BK - l/3 as it 
once was very popular in the community; a small top mass - m t - 40 GeV, as it 
appeared established; a small upper bound on b --) u transitions - p2+q2 < 0.5 as 
it was once widely accepted. However at present we cannot claim any insufficiency 
of the KM ansatz. . 

4 
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.=- HodewoFk Problem 7 
. 

It was emphasized that the essence of EK is contained in 4(AS = 2) as de- 
fined in (149). Using arg (Mrz/I’rs) = argMr2 - arg I12 H arg Ml2 and inserting 
(M&ox would lead to the observation that 4(AS = 2) depends only on V’,V’,mt 
and m,, but not on BK - in conflict with (188). Where is the loop hole in this 
argument? 

Two general observations can be made on e’: 

- e’ suffers from an “accidental” suppression: it requires the interference be- 
tween A2 and A0 amplitudes which is strongly suppressed: Re (Az/Ao) N 
0.05 - the AI = l/2 rule. This is another reason why $(AS = 1) - as 
defined in (160) - is a truer representation of direct CP violation. 

- There could not be any direct CP violation in KL decays, i.e., 6’ = 0, in the 
KM scheme - were it not for radiative corrections. It is through those that 
charm and top make their presence felt. 

There is in particular one class of QCD radiative corrections which does not suf- 
fer from “strong” GIM suppression - rnz/Mz or rni/Mt - but only from “mild” 
GIM suppression - log(mp/mt) .- which actually amounts to an enhancement 
factor since mt >> m,: the “Penguins”, as shown in Fig. 10. 

W 

S d 
“,C, t 

T 

9 

‘Ti q 

10-87 5878AlO 

Fig. 10. Penguin contribution for K” decays. 
_Y_ 

---r.rp_ To actually calculate e’ one has to grapple with some technicalities I have 

- AC briefly referred to before: the conventional formulae for e’ are expressed using the 
Wu-Yang phase convention where Im A0 = 0. When using a description based on 
quark fields, one has implicitly used a different phase convention: A2 is described 
by the tree-level diagram sd + da ud alone, i.e., ImA = 0. A0 on the other 
hand receives contributions both from the tree and the loop diagram; the latter 
contains the weak phases due to the charm and top couplings; thus 

- 
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,c- . . _ 

. Arark = I&, 1 e’e , 

One then either uses the general expressions 

l- D irf4 D 

-2JZe 
hd-2(+- 

1-D' 

t#o - (191) 

(192) 

E' -E- 
E 

exp i 
I( ;+c52-60 

>> 
x 

20(1- D) [cm + X + 5x1 
(193) 

where 
M12 = (M2)s~ + (MIS)LD = (M12)tmx +DM12 

- 

‘z - Im (Ml&m 
m - Re (M12)box ’ 

I~%)LD =(-2t+x)Re(M~&~ . 

Or one applies a phase transformation 

I > Ii0 -+ em’< IK”) 

to recover the Wu-Yang phase convention. Either way one obtains 1461 

4 
- N 15.6t = 0.014A2q E b+ Q6 IKO> 

1.0 (GeV)3 

(194 

(195) 

where Qe denotes the Penguin operator emerging in the renormalization of 
&(AS = 1) with coefficient c”e (the KM parameters have been factored out). As 
emphasized before, when CP violation is concerned, only the momentum scales 
from - m, to - mt contribute: the perturbative calculation of Imce which yields 
- -0.1 should then be fairly reliable. The value of the matrix element of Qe is 
much more uncertain:- different models yield values between 0.3 and 1 (GeV)3. 

_Yz. The parameter r] appears since I have inserted the measured value for EK. As 
- - ---discussed- above for BK - 2/3 one-finds q -N 0..5 [0.2] for-mt ~-60 [130] GeV and 

thus - I* 

(~4 Q6 IK") 
1.0 (GeV)3 

- O(few X lo-‘) . (196) 
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” It should be kept in mind that (195) contains a significant dependence on mt 
- - as exemplified by (196):. since Ed is known, an increase in mt implies a decrease 

in v, as exhibited in (190). 

All these considerations contain a lot of fuzziness since BK is not known for 
certain and neither is (zz] Qe IKO). Th ere is certainly no justification for despair: 
we can expect lattice Monte Carlo computations to yield reasonably accurate re- 
sults. On the other hand: 

o I do not expect reliable numerical results to emerge in the near future; 

o analytical methods, despite their shortcomings, will continue to play a role 
be it only to offer physical insights into the numbers obtained by a Monte 
Carlo ansatz. 

3. CP Violation in B Decays - 

I have already presented general though only qualitative arguments why CP 
asymmetries in B decays will be much larger than in K decays - if one relies on 
the KM implementation of CP violation. This does not mean that experimental 
searches will be easy - far from it! Yet there are two facts working in our favor: 

l we are hunting big, though elusive game; 

l we can design well defined strategies for going after it. 

(i) On the Observability of CP Asymmetries 

Assuming CPT invariance implies that CP violation can enter only via relative 
phases between (effective) coupling constants. These phases can be observed only if 
two difierent amplitudes contribute coherently to the same process; the asymmetry 
is produced by their interference. Jn principle there are just two ways to realize - 
such a scenario: 

l via final state interactions = FSI, like 8; 

l via mixing, like Ed. 

(ii) CP Violation and FSI 

When two different- amplitudes contribute to the decay of a bottom hadron B 
into a final state f, one writes for the matrix element 

-- iq 

Mr = (fl Z(AB = 1) IB) 

= VI 11 IW + (/I .c2 I@ (197) 
= gl Ml eial + g2 M2 eia2 
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,;‘ where Ml, A42 denote the matrix elements for the weak transition operators Zr, & 

. _ with the KM parameters 91, g2 and the strong (or electromagnetic) phase shifts 
or, cy2 factored out. For the CP conjugate decay B + f one then finds 

I@, = (fl L(AB = 1) ]B) 

= g; Ml e’al + gi M2 eta2 . 
(198) 

The same phase shifts (Y~,cx~ (instead of -or, -a~) have been written down in 
(198) since CP invariance is obeyed by the strong and electromagnetic forces. 
Comparing (197) with (198) one obtains 

r(B -+ f) - r(B -+ f) a hg;gz sin(cul - cy2) Ml M2 . (199) 

Thus two conditions have to be met simultaneously for such an asymmetry to show 
up: 

(o) The weak couplings gr and g2 have to possess a relative complex phase; 
therefore small KM angles have to be involved. 

(p) Nontrivial phase shifts cyr # cy2 have to be generated from the strong (or 
electromagnetic) forces. 

This is in complete analogy to direct CP violation in K” decays: 

r(K” -+ ?r~) - r(R” + mr) a Imgogi sin(S, - 62) AoAz 

where the subscripts refer to the isospin of the TX system. 

Condition (fl) d oes not, in principle, pose a severe restriction; in practice it 
introduces considerable uncertainties into numerical predictions. The most inter- 
esting scenario - in my judgment - is provided by invoking Penguin contributions 
[Ml, Fig. 11. The phase shift cyr - cy2 # 0 is produced by the loop diagram with 
charm as the internal quark - which does not yield a local, though hopefully a 
short-distance operator. Doing detailed calculation one finds[48l 

BR(I3 + K*nrf) - 0(10-5) 

rp? Y-P K+r-) - r(B” -+ K-r+) - 1 _ loyO 
rp --) K’rrr-) + r(Eo + K-r+) 

. 
(200) 

-- - ;. 

The nice feature of this decay mode is that it is flavor specific: K+c can - w 
come only from a B” whereas K-h were necessarily produced in a B” decay. 
The draw-backs are that the predictions both on the branching ratio and the CP 
asymmetry are rather uncertain and that the decay distributions in proper time 
are given by a single exponential, the time evolution does therefore not provide a 
striking signature - in contrast to the scenario I sketch next. 

- 
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Fig. 11. Quark diagrams for B” + K- b. 

(iii) CP Violation and M ixing 
(a) Semileptonie decays 

- 

As discussed in Chapter III, B” - B” m ixing is conveniently searched for via 
like-sign di-leptons. It then appears quite natural to search for a  CP asymmetry 
there: 

g(B”Bo + t+t+X) - a(B”Bo --) e-e-x) 
aSL = @oBO + .e+t+X) + a(BOBO --) t+l-X) ’ 

(201) t-. 

Unfortunately detailed calculations yield a  rather sobering result ids]: 

=sL = 
Im (h2/M2) 

1+ flr12/Mrzl2 - 
mesons . (202) 

_ The smallness of CP asymmetries in semileptonic B decays is a  rather general result 
iii a  short-distance ansatz like a  quark box description since then II’121 < IMl21. In 
KI, decays this feature is vitiated by long distance effects leading to II’12 1  - (Ml2 I. 
This is however not the end of the story. For (202) can be reexpressed as 

1 - IPhI 4Re E 
aSL = 1  + Ip/ql4 = 11 + ej2 

= 1  - loI2 (203) 
C 

_T_  (202) therefore tells us only that Re E is extremely tiny. I have already discussed 
- - That Im 5  per 6e is not an  observable - yet there is a  loophole in this apparent 

- - impasse. 
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.=- (b)- Nqnlep$onic decays 

. The basic idea is quite simple 1481: find a final state f that is common to both 
B” and B” decays 

B0 

(204 
B0 

f can be either a CP eigenstate, for example 

t-1 C-1 
o B” ---) D&,bKs,m like K” + mr 

or not, for example 

t-1 
o B” + D-x+,D-h-. 

I will discuss only the first case for simplicity; the second case can be analyzed 
along rather similar lines (though beset with more uncertainties) as can be found 
in the literature. 

A little theorem can help to illustrate the situation: let Bneut denote any 
combination of B” and B” mesons, be f a CP eigenstate of definite CP parity. CP 
violation has then be observed in B decays if the time dependence for the decay 
rate Gut + f is found t 0 e i b d’ff erent from a single pure exponential, i.e., 

- 

d I-t z e rate(JL&) + f) # 0 for all r . (205) 

The proof is very elementary: assume CP to be conserved. Then the mass 
eigenstates are the CP eigenstates CPIB*) = f I B*); furthermore B+ + f+, 
B- $, f+ for CPI f*) = f If*). Thus 

rate (Gut (t) --+ f+) = rate (B+(t) + f+) a e-r+t constant . (206) 

_?z_ 

q.e.d. 

One can be even more specific and show that the most general time evolution 
Aan be expressed by four terms: L. 

rate (B,,,t(t) + f) a ibrit 1 + AemArt + Be-iArt cos(Amt) 

+ c,-;*rt sin(Amt)} . 
(207) 
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” - Let ple&st state (the details can be found in. Ref. 48) that in the KM ansatz 
_ one estimates quite generally . 

A=O=B , AI’<Am (208) 

and accordingly 

rate (B’(t) + f) a eert 1 + sin Amt Irnzj~f 
P 

rate (B’(t) -+ f) a eert 1 - sin Amt Jmg pf 
> 

using the definitions 
- 

IB’(t)) = g+(t) IB”)o + ;g-@) IBo)o 

IBO(t)) = js-(t) IB”)o + g+(t) IB’>o 

p-1+5 1 (210) 
-x-z- * 
Q l--T o! ’ 

g&((t) = f,-rt,imlt (1 f ,‘A,,> 

A(B” + f) 
pf = A(B” + f) ’ 

Homework Problem 8 

- What is the intuitive reason for the CP asymmetry being proportional to 
sin Amt, Eq. (209)? 

Equation (209) contains two crucial features: 

(i) No asymmetry can be observed for Am + 0, i.e., when there is no mixing. 

(ii) It is the factor Im ~FJ that is intrinsically connected with CP violation. 4 

- _T_ Actually only the combination zp, can be an observable: for a change in the 
- ._ OR-- phase convention L- 

a .c 

leads to 

I > B” + ei6 IB”) 

Q -+ ! e- i6 
P P 

pf + ei6 pf 

(211) 
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The relation 

=Im~Rejj~+Re~Im~~ 
P P 

together with 

(212) 

ImcU=&~- 2IIns 
P 1+Im2s 

for Re 5 << 1 shows that Im 5 is not completely devoid of physical meaning if 
embedded properly. 

From it one learns also another subtlety: as long as CP violation is observed 
in just one of these nonleptonic B decays - blessed be the day when it arrives - 
it does not make any sense at all to distinguish between CP violation in mixing - 
ImFfO- or in the decay - Impf # 0: a simple change in the phase convention 

for B” will take you from one case to the other. Only when at least two decay 
modes have been analyzed with sufficient sensitivity, can one make a meaningful 
statement: if 

- 

(213) 

then one has necessarily observed direct CP violation - Imps # 0 - as well. 
If on the other hand 

then the super-weak ansatz based on Impf = 0 is at least consistent with the data. 

I have already stated that Iq/pI N 1, Eqs. (202) and (203). Furthermore one 
can show that typically Ipi1 N 1 as well and thus j:Prj N 1. _ 

- - ---Homework Problerh 9 L-. 

Show that 

A@’ + t(rKs) _ 1 
A(B” + t,!~Ks) - (215) 

holds. 
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” - Therefsre E jjf is - to a very good approximation - given by a unit vector 
_ in the complex plane: . 

I.m~pf=sin(P+7), /3=arg E , y=argpf 0 
which can be expressed purely as a ratio of K M  parameters. For I3 + +Ks, e.g., 
one finds 

(216) 

H 0.2 - 0.5 (217) 
Ws 

i.e., asymmetries of order 10 percent that could even range as high as 50 percent! 

Homework Problem  10 

The expression in (216) is apparently not invariant when changing the phase 
of the 6 and d quark fields. How can this paradox be resolved? (Hint: it can 
be shown that the CP asymmetries disappear if one sums over B + $I& and 
J3 + eL) 

There are strong advantages to this method to search for CP violation: 

_ 

(a) The CP asymmetries are large, i.e., - O(lO%), and - in contrast to the 
branching ratios - quite reliably predicted in terms of the basic quantities, 
namely the K M  parameters and m (top). If a search fails despite having 
reached the predicted sensitivity level, there exists no “plausible deniability”. 

(p) The very special dependence of the decay rate on the (proper) time provides 
a quite spectacular signature, not easily faked by background sources. 

Unfortunately there exist clear draw-backs as well. 

(7) The branching ratios of the interesting decay modes are nothing to brag 
about, for they do not exceed the 10s3 level. 

-1. (6) Since the final state is fundamentally not flavor specific, it does not tell us 

- whether it came from  a B” orB” decay. To be able to define a CP asymmetry 
one has to obtain some independent information on the flavor of the decaying 

- ;..-- neutral B meson. This need for “flavor tagging” is bound to cost us dearly 
in statistics. 

- 

One is then tempted to increase statistics by summing over different final 
states. This can be achieved - but only when considerable care and caution is 
applied ~1. 
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L ” Hoinewqrkh.Problem 11 

. Show that the sign of the asymmetry depends on the CP parity of the final 
state f. 

Let us conclude this chapter by some general remarks: 

0 large CP asymmetries (- O(lO%)) are expected for certain B” decays, if the 
K M  ansatz represents the dominant source of CP violation. 

l A high premium has to be attributed to a good proper time resolution. 

l It represents a highly challenging experimental program which appears to go 
clearly beyond existing or approved machines. In any case new capabilities 
in detector technologies are required. 

Epilogue 

Our study of heavy flavour decays has reached a very promising stage: in the 
language of mountaineering, which is quite appropriate to the Santa Fe environ- 
ment, one can say that we have established our base camp. The arrival of more 
supplies and equipment has been promised for the near future. Scouting parties 
- like the Conquistadores of the past - have returned with intriguing reports on 
riches they have glanced: They have found access routes to the beauty mountain 
standing out in the clear air. They have gotten close to the peaks of the charm 
and r mountains before descending fog forced them to turn back for now. They 
have found another thick wall of fog starting at a slightly higher altitude than the 
camp: ethos provide clear evidence for top hiding in there. 

None of the climbs to be undertaken in the future will be quick or easy; they 
will require painful displays of stam ina , as emphasized by Max Weber. He was 
referring to politics, yet are physics and politics really that different? 
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